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ABSTRACT 

The problem of determining the response of tree ring width 

growth to monthly cl imate is examined in this study. The objective is 

to document which of the available regression methods are best suited to 

deciphering the complex linK between tree growth variation and climate. 

Tree-ring response function analysis is used to determine which 

instrumental cl imatic variables are best associated with tree-ring width 

variabil ity. Ideally such a determination would be accomp1 ished, or 

verified, through detailed physiological monitoring of trees in their 

natural environment. A statistical approach is required because such 

biological studies on mature trees are currently too time consuming to 

perform. 

The use of lagged c1 imatic data to dup1 icate a biological, 

rather than a ca1ander, year has resulted in an increase in the degree 

of intercorre1ation (multicollinearity) of the independent climate 

variables. The presence of multicollinearity can greatly aff,:ct the 

sign and magnitude of estimated regression coefficients. 

Using series of Known response, the effectivenesss of five 

different regression methods were objectively assessed in this study. 

The resu1 ts from each of the 2eee regress ions were compared to the Kno~'Jn 

regression I,l/eights and a measure of relative efficiency computed. The 

results indicate that ridge regression analysis is, on average, four 

times more efficient (average relative efficiency of 4.57) than unbiased 

x 



xi 

multiple 1 inear regression at producing good coefficient estimates. The 

re~u1ts from principal components regression are sl ight improvements 

over those from multiple 1 inear regression with an average relative 

efficiency of 1.45. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Tree-ring dating, or dendrochronology, is the study of the 

chronological sequence of annual growth rings in trees. 

Dendrochronology is made possible by the fact that in many trees the 

annual rings visible in cross sections exhibit characteristic patterns 

(StoKes and Smiley, 1968). 

Two major conditions are necessary for the characteristic 

patterns to be useable in dating specimens. The first is that trees 

used for dating purposes must add only one ring for each growing 

season. Species which regularly add more than one apparent ring during 

the growing season cannot at present be used for dating purposes. The 

second condition is that although the total seasonal growth is the 

result of many interacting factors, such as genetics and environment, 

only one environmental factor must dominate in 1 imiting growth at a 

particular time. In addition, this growth-limiting climatic factor must 

vary in intensity from year to year and the resulting annual rings 

faithfully reflect such variation in their width. 

From such unique patterns it is possible to assign an exact 

calendar date to each ring and subsequently date archaeological 

structures (Dean, 1969, 1978) or geological events (LaMarche, 1966, 

1968), Once a calendar date has been assigned it is possible to 

establ ish a statistical relationship beh~een the size, or other aspect, 
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of each growth ring and measured environmental parameters for the same 

years. A different statistical relationship can be used to determine 

which of the measured cl imatic parameters have the strongest association 

with tree growth (i .e. tree ring response function). 

Purpose and Scope 

It is the aim of this study to determine which is the best 

method of defining the tree-ring response function. am using the term 

"response function" in a general sense, (i .e. to refer to the general 

problem) not to the specific method as used by Fritts (1974). One 

approach is to develop an understanding of the response of tree growth 

to cl imate by means of physiological monitoring of trees in growth 

chambers or mature trees in their natural environment. Currently, 

physiological information obtained in this manner can provide 

information for a few years of growth under a 1 imited set of 

environmental conditions. Statistical analysis of tree ring-widths over 

time offers a different approach in which the information from a large 

number of trees for many years can lead to a probabil istic solution to 

the response of trees to their environment. 

Diagrams representing some of the possible physiological 

relationships that occur during the year have been developed (Fritts, 

1974) and indicate that the interrelationship between the different 

physiological processes are very complex (Figure 1). This complexity of 

tree growth maKes it improbable that any variation in incremental ring 

width would be caused by a single limiting factor, though one can be 

markedly more important than others. It is also possible that a single 



Figure 1. Factors affecting cambial activity. 

A diagram representing some of the factors directly limiting 
to cambial activity that could result in the formation of 
a narrow growth ring. It imples that many factors, both internal 
and external to the tree can interact to form a nar-row growth 
ring. ( adapted from Fritts, 1976 ). 
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factor can vary in its importance at different times throughout the 

year. For example, the relative effect on growth of a particular amount 

of precipitation in winter is usually different from the effect of the 

same amount in summer because the two seasons offer different limiting 

environmental conditions (Fritts, 1976). 

The response function problem is basically one of multivariate 

association of a single series of annual tree growth measurements 

(dependent variable) with a variety of independent cl imatic parameters 

(independent variables). The statistical response function technique 

generates coefficients whose magnitude and sign indicate the degree of 

association between envir'onmenhl variables and the annual indices of . ~ 

tree growth. Such statistical associations can be used in many ways, 

such as a guide to interpretation of dendrocl imatic reconstructions, a 

focusing tool for future physiological worK or as an investigative tool 

in its own right to search for changes in response due to some 

env i ronmenhl impact. 

One straightforward statistical approach to the problem of 

analysing the multiple variable system of monthly cl imatic variables and 

annual incremental ring IfJidth indices is to calculate simple 

correlations. The use of simple correlations to select all of the input 

predictor variables with which growth is significantly correlated hal}e 

been used many times in tree ring worK (Hustich, 1945; Tyron, Cantrell 

and Carvell, 1957; Scott, 1972). Such simple correlations have a major 

I imitation, in that variables of the cl imatic system are often highly 

correlated with each other as well as with tree-growth. These high 



correlations between c1 imate variables can severely hamper the 

interpretation of the possible associations with tree-growth. 

When there are near I inear dependencies between the regressors, 

the problem of mu1tico11 inearity is said to exist. The possible 

consequences of such a problem include large variances and covariances 

for the least squares estimators of regression coefficients. This 

impl ies that different repl ications of the same analysis could produce 

widely different estimated values. Also in the presence of 

5 

multicoll inearity there is a tendency for the estimated values to be too 

large in absolute value. Thus not only are the results difficult to 

reproduce but the values from a single run are potentially inflated. 

(Montgomery and Peck, 1982). 

In an attempt to cleal with the situation of interrelations 

between cl imate variables multiple I inear regression (MLR) has been used 

(Hustich, 1945; Tyron et al, 1957; Fritts, 1962, 1965,1969; Schulman 

and Bryson, 1965; Jul ian and Fritts, 1968; Scott, 1965). In addition to 

multiple regression upon all of the climate variables Fritts (1962) 

proposed that a forward stepwise multiple linear regression (sMLR) 

procedure be used to select a smaller subset of variables from a larger 

number of possibilities. 

As dendrochronologists attempt to apply response function 

analysis to increasingly more complex systems, such as the analysis of 

the affects of acid rain, taking into account the effects of input data 

mu1ticoll inearity is becoming more important. Although many 

alternatives to MLR have been proposed to help reduce the problem of 
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multicollinearity since the early 1960's, no one method has yet gained 

acceptance as the best. In an analysis of 56 alternatives to MLR 

performed by Dempster, Schatzoff and Wermuth (1977), the most promising 

techniques were identified as 'principal components regression" (peR) 

and 'ridge regression' (RR). In both of these alternatives, biased 

estimators are developed after the original data has either been 

transformed (via principal components analysis) or the inverse 

correlation matrix has been stabil ized by the addition of a small 

biasing parameter to the data. Biased regression is considered to be 

superior (to unbiased t1LR) on multicoll inear data, in that, although the 

expected values for the coefficients are not quite accurate (biased), 

the estimated standard error of these estimates is smaller than with MLR 

(Montgomery and Peck, 1982). Thus in these cases the coefficients can be 

interpreted with greater confidence than those obtained with MLR. 

In the early 1979's principal components regression (PCR) was 

introduced into dendrocl imatology (Fri tts et aI, 1971), in the form of 

the 'tree-ring response function'. It was proposed that this method 

produced more stable estimates of the regression coefficients than MLR 

on the monthly cl imate data. Since this time PCR has been used 

regularly for defining the association between monthly cl imate data and 

tree-ring widths (Fritts, 1974). In its currently implemented form 

(program RESPONS), this peR method may, however, also be subject to 

coefficient estimates with large estimated standard errors when the 

coefficients are transformed back from the orthogonal space of the 

principal components into the var·iable space of the original input 
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data. No objective investigation has been undertaken to date to 

evaluate the seriousness of the multicoll inearity and the success of peR 

at resolving the problem. 

This particular study will attempt to answer some specific 

questions concerning the degree of multicoll inearity within specific 

mixtures of instrumental cl imatic data. It will also attempt to assess 

whether any of three common regression techniques (MLR, peR, RR) give 

acceptable estimates in a variety of situations. 

In answering these questions, I hope to contribute to three 

areas of research: 1) defining the extent and seriousness of 

multicollinearity in instrumental cl imatic data in western North 

America, 2) determining the effectiveness of the three regression 

techniques <t1LR, peR, RR) at resolving known signals from data sets of 

differing degrees of multicoll inearity, and 3) establ ishing guidel ines 

for choosing the appropriate regression technique based upon the 

observed degree of multicoll inearity. 



CHAPTER 2 

METHODS 

In this chapter the theories of five regression methods that are 

studied are first described. These five represent both the methods 

currently used in dendrocl imatic response function research (MLR, 

stepwise MLR and principal components regression), the Dempster et al 

(1977) recommended alternative (ridge regression (Hoerl,1962» and 

stepwise ridge regression for handl ing multicoll inear data. In 

addition, a series of statistics for qual ifying the degree of 

multicollinearity in climate data from western North America are 

described. A description of the method used to build the simulated 

tree-ring indices, of ~nown response, from cl imate data and the 

statistics used to assess the performance of the regression methods with 

respect to estimating the input target weights is also discussed. 

Regression Methods 

Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) 

Multiple regression analysis is one of the most widely used of 

all multivariate statistical tools (Montgomery and Peck, 1982; Draper 

and Smith, 1980; Neter and Wasserman, 1974). In multiple 1 inear 

regression (i .e. when all the regressor variables are in the model) it 

is assumed that the regressor variables included in the model are known 

to be influential and the technique used I;Ja:· to ensure that the 

8 
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functional form of the model was correct. In order to avoid any 

confusion between a multiple linear regression with all the regressors 

in the model and the subset regression discussed next, this method shall 

be referred to in this manuscript as being the /fu11 multiple 1 inear 

regression method'. 

Using the general 1 inear regression model, a ring series (y) may 

be related to q regressor c1 imatic variables. The model 

y = ~e + ~l Xl + ••• + ~qxQ + E 

is called a multiple 1 inear regression model with q regressors. 

The parameters ~j' j=O,l, ... ,q are called the regression 

coefficients. The model describes a hyperplane in the q-dimensional 

space of the regressor variables xj • The parameters P
j 

represent the expected change in the response y per unit change in 

Xj wht>n all the remaining regressor variables Xi (i~j) are 

held constant. 

It is often more convienient to present the results for the 

multiple regression model in matrix notation. This allows a very 

compact display of the model, data and results. The general multiple 

regression model may be written in matrix notation as 

where 
1= X~ + 

'1= 

i 

y 
yl 

2 

'( 
n 

'1 is a vector of observations (tree ring index values) 



XlI X12 Xl q 

~= 
X21 X22 X2q 

Xnl Xn2 Xnq 

~ is a matrix of variables <climate data> 

~B 

~= 
~1 

J3 n 

~ is a vector of parameters 

Et 

i= 
E2 

i is a vector of independent normal random variables 
with expectation E(E) = B and variance-covariance 

02(0 = 0 21 

If we denote the vector of estimated regression coefficients be' 

bt , --_, bn as!2., the least squares normal equations for the 

general linear regression model are: 

and the least squares estimators are 

The associated estimated variance-covariance matrix of !2. is 

Ie 



where s2 is the estimate of 0 2 computed as 
1\ 

(Y'Y - ~"K'::()/(n-q-1). These est imators (Q) 

have the properties of being 

1. Those which minimize the error sum of squares E'E or 
1\ .... 

(::(-1)'(::(-::(), irrespective of any 

distribution properties of the errors. 

2. linear functions of the observations Y1'Y 2""Yn' and 

provide unbiased estimates of the elements of P which have 

minimum variance (Draper and Smith, 1980). 

The computation of the estimates can be simplified if the 

regressor and response variables are scaled to produce dimensionless 

regression coefficients. The most popular scal ing technique is the 
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'unit normal scaling"' in which the mean is subtracted from the variable 

and it is subsequently divided by its standard deviation. This seal ing 

technique results in an estimate of bO = a and, for convienience, 

this term is subsequently dropped from the matrix calculations 

(Montgomery and PecK, 1982). 

Stepwise Multiple Linear Regression (sMLR) 

In most practical multivariate problems the analyst has a pool 

of candidate regressors that should include all the influential 

factors. To maKe the regression equation useful we should want the 

model to include as many regressors as possible so that reI iably fitted 

values can be determined. However, usually because of the financial 

cost involved in obtaining information on a large number of predictor 

variables we should like the equation to include as few predictors as 
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possible but still be reliable. In addition to the general situation, 

described above, the dendrochronologist is often faced with a problem of 

limited numbers of observations of meteorological data, often not many 

more than the number of possible regressors. Thus a subset comprising 

the best regressors that should be used in the model needs to be 

determined. Finding an appropriate subset of regressors for the model 

is called the Jvariable selection problemJ • 

The problem then is how to shorten the list of independent 

variables so as to obtain the appropriate subset which produces the 

JbestJ selection of independent variables. The method employed here to 

obtain this best set of independent variables is that of stepwise 

regression in which variables are added to the analysis one at a time 

until the change in the amount of total sum of squares reduced by 

entering a new variable is less than some arbitrarily chosen value such 

as 2~~ <IBt1, 1979). The computational aspect of producing the r-egressors 

are the same as in the full multiple linear regression described above 

except that the coefficients for variables not in the regression are 

assigned zero weights. 

Principal Components Regression (peR) 

The use and interpretation of a multiple regression model often 

depends expl icitly on the estimates of the individual regression 

coefficients rather than its predictive abil ity. If there is no linear 

relationship between the variables used as regressors, they are said to 

be orthogonal. When the regressors are orthogonal, inferences about the 

relative effects of the regressor variables can be made fairly easily 
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due to a lacK of interference between the regressors (Montgomery and 

PecK, 1982), In most appl ications of regression, the regressors are not 

orthogonal, and if this lack of orthogonal ity is serious enough the 

inferences based on the regression model can be misleading or erroneous 

in that coefficients can be of the wrong sign and magnitude, There have 

been several methods proposed for deal ing with problems caused by lacK 

of orthogonal ity among the regressors, The general approaches include 

collecting additional data, model respecification and the use of 

estimation methods other than least squares that are specifically 

designed to combat the problems induced by lacK of orthogonal ity, 

One procedure used to combat the lacK of orthogonal ity problem, 

is the production of biased estimators using a 'principal components 

regression" ~~ith less than the full set of principal components in the 

model. Gunst and Mason (1977) used simulations to show that this 

regression offers considerable improvement over least squares regression 

when the data are not orthogonal, 

As in stepwise multiple regression, one does not use all of the 

principal components but follows some sort of selection rule, HO'JJever, 

there is no universally agreed upon procedure for this selection 

process, Morrison (1976) suggests that "", components might be 

computed until some arbitrarily large proportion (perhaps 75 percent or 

more) of the variance has been explained ", Using only those components 

of which the cumulative eigenvalue product is greater than unity has 

also been suggested (Berger et aI, 1979), Fritts (1976) uses a stepwise 

regression procedure together with a preselection of either the top 28 
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components or those accounting for a large proportion (SB%) of the 

variance. Guiot (19SB) has recommended a procedure in which only 

eigenvectors with a cumlative eigenvector product greater than 1.B as 

included in the analysis. The procedure employed in this research was 

to use all of the principal components as potential regressors and then 

to use the stepwise process described above (with the arbitrarily chosen 

2% of the total sum of squares as the cutoff level) to select the 'best' 

subset. 

The computational aspects of principal components regression are 

similar to those for multiple linear regression except that the matrix 

~ in the model X = X~ + i is replaced by the 

matrix l and the vector ~ is replaced by ~. Thus 

the form is : 

where 

l = XT, ~ = T/~ and T'X'XT = ZIZ = ~ 

where ~ is a diagonal matrix containing the 

eigenvalues associated with the principal components and I is the 

matrix of eigenvectors. 

The results from the multiple regression process can be 

expressed in terms of the standardized regressors by using the transform 

" ,\ 

!! = To: pc -pc 
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The covariance matrix of the standardized regression coefficients 

" l! is: 
A 1\ 

V(l!) = V(Ta) = TA-1I'Q2 

Fritts (1976) expressed the above equation in the form 

where §. is a symmetric matrix, the diagonal elements of which are 

the square of the standard errors (i .e. variances) of the l! 

estimators, Y is a square diagonal matrix of the standard errors of 

" the elements of ~, and g are the standardized 

eigenvectors. The expressions described by Montgomery and Peck and 

Fritts can be shown to be different forms of the same equation. 

Full Ridge Regression (RR) 

'Ridge Regression' is another procedure designed to contend with 

non-orthogonal ity in the regressors (Hoerl, 1962). The ridge estimator 

is found by solving a sl ightly modified version of the normal 

equations. Specifically the ridge estimator l!r can be 

defined as the solution to 

1\ 

(X.I)( + Kl>l!r = ~:'Y 

or 
1\ 

~r = (XIX + kl>-l~/y 

where k ~ e is a constant selected by the analyst. When 

k = e the ridge estimator is the least squares estimator. The ridge 

estimator is a 1 inear transformation of the least squares estimator 

since: 
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" p = (XIX + kl>-l~/y -r 
" 

= (X'X + kl> -1 (X'X)E. 

" 
= Ik~ 

therefore, since the expected value 

E(~r) = E(Ir~) = IkE. ~ E. 

~r is a biased estimator of E.. The 

constant k is usually referred to as the biasing parameter. The 

covariance matrix of ~ is : 

V(~) = 02(X'X + kl)-lX /X(X /X + kl)-l 

The result of a lack of orthogonal ity within the data set is to 

inflate the diagonal elements of the X'X-1 matrix. The addition 

of the small biasing parameters to the diagonal elements of X'X 

results in an inverse in which the diagonal elements are less inflated. 

For example, in a 3 variable problem in which variables 1 and 3 are 

highly related (B.B) the X'X and the X'X-1 could be 

l.B 9.9 9.8 

(X'X) = B.B 1.B 9.0 

1308 9.9 1.0 

2.77 9.BB -2.22 

1.99 9.90 

-2.22 o.aa 2.77 



by adding a biasing parameter (K) of e.l the (X'X + K1) and 

(X 'X + K1)-1 would be : 

1.1 e.a 13.8 

(X'X + K1> = e.9 1.1 13.9 

9.8 9.9 1.1 

~ 

1.93 9.913 -1.49 

<X/)( + 1(1)-1 = 0.99 9.91 9.ge 

-1.49 a.ee 1.93 

Thus the addition of a biasing parameter value of 13.1 gives a 

reduction in the degree of inflation (largest element on the diagonal) 
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from 2.77 to 1.93. In using ridge regression the aim would be to choose 

a value of k such that the reduction in the variance term is greater 

than the increase in the squared bias. If this can be done the mean 

square error (MSE) of the ridge estimator ~r will be 
1\ 

less than the variance of the least squares estimator P. Hoerl 

and Kennard (1979) proved that there exists a nonzero value of k for 

which the MSE of P is less than the variance of the 
" 1\ 

least squares estimator ~. Hoerl and Kennard (1979) have 

also suggested that an appropriate value for K may be determined by 

inspection of the 'ridge trace'. A ridge trace is a plot of the 
1\ 

elements of ~r versus K, for the values of k usually in 
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the interval zero to one. Marquardt and Snee (1975) suggest using up to 

25 values of k over the range zero to one. The object is to select a 

reasonably small value of k at which the ridge estimate 
A 

!r are stable, hopefully this will produce a set of 

estimates with smaller MSE than the least squares estimates. Jennrich 

(1978) describes a computational method of deriving a ridge trace in a 

single computer run of the program BMDP-3r (nonlinear regression) 

(Cropper, 1984). Similar results for ridge regression '~n also be 

obtained using an ordinary least squares computer program by augmenting 

the standardized (correlation) data as follows 

x = -a 

y = -a 

x 

~(n-1)KI -p 

0 p 

where X is the'matrix of standardized observations of the 

regressor variables ~(n-1)k~ is a (p x p) diagonal matrix 

with elements equal to the square root of (n-1) times the biasing 

parameter and ~ is a vector of standardized dependent observations 

and jlp is a (p x 1) vector of zero's. 

Stepwise Ridge Regression (sRR) 

A variation of the full ridge regression described above is to 
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util ize the selection process of a stepwise regression analysis, as 

described above, with the same bias augmented data as used in full RR. 

In such a way the advantages of both the biased regression analysis and 

the selection of the best subset of possible regressors are combined 

(H i 11, 1975). 

Multicoll inearity Analysis Methods 

If there is no I inear relationship between the regressors, they 

are said to be orthogonal and it is relatively easy to maKe inferences 

that identify the relative effect of each regressor variable, or to 

select an appropriate set of variables for the model (Montgomery and 

Peck, 1982). If the regressors are nearly perfectly I inearly related, 

inferences based on the multiple regression model can be misleading or 

erroneous due to poor coefficient estimates. This is called the problem 

of multicollinearity. 

Several techniques have been proposed for detecting 

multicoll inearity among a set of variables. Little or no worK has been 

done concerning what values for each detection technique indicate a 

multicoll inearity problem. The desirable characteristics of a 

diagnostic procedure are that it directly reflect the degree of the 

multicoll inearity problem and provide information helpful in determining 

which regressors are involved. 

Examination of the co~relation matrix 

Inspection of the off-diagonal elements in the X'X matrix is 

a very simple measure of multicoll inearity. If two regressors are 
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nearly I inearly dependent then the degree of correlation between them 

will be near unity. Examining the simple correlation between the 

regressors is helpful in determining near I inear dependency between 

pairs of regressors only. When more than two regressors are involved in 

a near I inear dependency, there is no assurance that any of the pairwise 

correlations will be large and flagged as potential problems. Thus, 

although this is a very simple technique, generally inspection of the 

pairwise correlations is not sufficient for detecting anything more 

complex than pairwise multicoll inearity. 

Variance Inflation Factors 

If any multicoll inearity exists within the X'X matrix the 

result is large values along the diagonal of the X'X-i matrix. 

Since the diagonal of this inverse is used to determine the variance of 

individual regression coefficients, we can view the diagonal as a series 

of factors by which the variances of the estimated regression 

coefficients are increased due to near I inear dependencies among the 

regressors. Marquardt (19713) has called these diagonal elements of the 

inverse matrix the "Variance Inflation Factors" (VIF's). The VIF for 

each term in the model measures the combined effect of the dependencies 

among the r·egressors on the var i ~()ce of that term. One or more large 

VIFs indicate multicoll inearity within the data. Practical experience 

indicates that if an>' of the VIF's exceed 5 or 10, it is an indication 

that the associated regression coefficients are poorly estimated because 

of multicoll inearity (Montgomery and Peck, 1982). 



Eigenvalue analysis of X'X 

The cha~acte~istic ~oots, o~ eigenvalues, of X'X can be used 

to measu~e the extent of multicollinearity in the data. If the~e are 

one or more near I i near dependenc i es in the data, then one or more of 

the characteristic ~oots will be near ze~o. Two statistics have been 

developed that use these featu~es of eigenvalues, the first (condition 
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numbe~) uses the ext~emes of the eigenvalues range as a statistic while 

the second uses all of the eigenvalues. If the~e we~e no 

multicollinea~ity within the data then each of the eigenvalues would be 

close to a value of unity and the cor~esponding statistics would be 

co~~espondingly much smalle~ than they are in the p~esence of 

multicoll inearity. 

Condition number. Some analysts (Casella 1977, Faden, 1978) 

prefe~ to use the condition number of X'X, defined as the ratio of 

the maximum to minimum eigenvalue, 

Condition Number = m ~ / . ~ ax min 

as a measure of the degree of multicoll inearity. Faden (1978) 

considered a condition numbe~ of 413 to indicate low multicol1 inearity 

and any value above leee to indicate serious multicoll inearity. 

Montgomery and PecK (1982) indicate that if the condition numbe~ is less 

than lee there is no serious problem with multicoll inearity. Condition 

numbers between lee and leee imply moderate to strong multicoll inearity 

and if the number exceed leee then severe multicoll inearity is 

indicated. For convenience, the condition number is referred to as 

max)" / min)" in the follo~tJing text. 
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Summed eigenvalue reciprocals. A second measure, using 

eigenvalues, of the degree of multicollinearity, used by Hoerl and 

Kennard (1970), is the sum of the reciprocals of the eigenvalues of the 

X~X correlation matrix!: (1/ ) In the 10 
Ai • 

variable example, under consideration by them, they considered a sum of 

33.8 to indicate a large number of significant correlations. When this 

value is divided by the number of variables in the problem it indicates 

how many times larger the variances of the regression coefficients are 

than they would be for an orthogonal system. This measure has many 

similarities to the VIF discussed earl ier; in fact, the sum of all the 

VIF's for a problem equal the sum of the reciprocals of the 

eigenvalues. 

Determinant 

In addition to the above statistics that describe the amount of 

inflation caused by linear associations within the data set another 

measure of multicoll inearity is the determinant of the XIX 

correlation matrix. If the matrix is singular (high multicoll inearity), 

the determinant equals zero and no inverse exists. Compared to the 

above mentioned statistics, the determinant is a poor measure as it 

gives I ittle information that can be interpreted directly in respect to 

the estimates of the regression coefficients or their variances. 

Model Generation Methods 

In tree-ring response function analysis the association being 

examined is that between independent cl imatic parameters and dependent 
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tree-ring indices. The independent c1 imate data are usually different 

months of monthly average instrumental temperature and monthly total 

precipitation from locations proximal to the source of the tree-ring 

specimens. The set of independent c1 imate data used are a combination 

of the two parameters (temperature and precipitation) for the months 

thought to have had a biological effect on the size of the growth ring. 

One commonly used (Fritts, 1976) set of independent data consists of 15 

monthly temperature variables starting in the autumn prior to the year 

assigned to the gr~~th ring and continuing to the autumn of the growth 

year and 15 monthly precipitation variables covering the same months. 

The definition of how many, and which, monthly variables constitute a 

biological year depends upon which species of tree is being used and the 

geographic location of the tree samp1 ing site. For a single c1 imate 

station record a whole series of biological years can be defined, each 

with a potentially diHerent degree of multicollinearity. 

For each of the two climate stations chosen later (Chapter 3) to 

represent the range of mu1tico11 inearity, sets of yearly simulated tree 

ring responses were generated. This was achieved by applying a series 

of pre-determined regression target weights (one for each variable) to 

the standardized climate data over the biological year. The form of 

this app1 ication was 

Pj = W1xj1 + W2xj2 + 

for q = 
j = 

39 (number of independent variables) 
n <number of years) 

where E = a vector containing the yearly pure responses 

~ = a vector of predetermined regression target weights 
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~ = a matrix of standardized monthly climate data 

The complex biological response of trees to cl imate (Figure 1) 

can produce a high degree of correlation between consecutive ring width 

indices (autocorrelation). In addition the response of the trees in 

forming growth rings at breast height can lag one or more years behind 

the occurance of the causal climatic variation (Fritts, 1976). Two of 

the methods that have been used in dendrchronology to account for these 

effects are the inclusion of lagged tree-ring indices as independent 

variables (Fritts, 1974) and autoregressive modell ing techniques (HeKo, 

1981). In this research, no weight was appl ied to prior growth and 

autocorrelation was not considered. 

T~oJo different sets of predetermined ~oJeights, or 'target 

weights', were used in this research. The first set, refered to as the 

'simple model' is not thought to be a biologically real istic reflection 

of a tree response to climate but was used to examine the performance of 

the different regression methods under a simple circumstance. The 

second set of predetermined weights, refered to as the 'complex model' 

were chosen to be reflective of a real istic complex biological response 

to climate. 

Simp 1 e Hode 1 

The simple model consists of predetermined weights (W) of a.a on 

all but four of the monthly cl imatic data (Figure 2 & Table 1). The four 

non-zero weights are W3 = a.4, W9 = -e.7, W21 = e.2 and 

W27 = e.5. This would be equivalent to a tree responding by a factor 

of 0.4 to monthly cl imate variable number 3 and so on. 



Figure 2. Simple Model known regression target weights. 

A plot of the simple model seal ing 'target~ weights that were 
applied to the standardized cl imatic data to produce a pure 
tree-ring response variable. 
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Table 1. Tabl e of targe t weights used to develop model 

Simple Cornp 1 ex 
Variable Targe t Targe t 

TEMPERATURE 
Prior Jun 1 .ee B.ee 
Prior Jul 2 .1313 -.es 
Prior Aug 3 e.49 13.20 
Prior Sep 4 .Be B.OO 
Prior Oct 5 .ea -.20 
PI' i or Nov 6 .ae -.113 
Prior Dec 7 .ee e.oe 

Jan 8 .00 -.20 
Feb 9 -.713 - .10 
Mar 113 .ea - .15 
Apr 11 .ee -.05 
May 12 .00 -.05 
Jun 13 .eo - .10 
Jul 14 .eo -.20 
Aug 15 .ee 0.00 

PRECI PITATI ON 
PI' or Jun 16 .1313 0.1 {3 

PI' or Jut 17 .oe 0.50 
PI' or Aug 18 .00 -.05 
PI' or Sep 19 .ee -.29 
PI' or Oct 20 .00 B.4O 
PI' or Nov 21 0.20 B.2e 
PI' or Dec 22 .Be 0.15 

Jan 23 .00 0.15 
Feb 24 .00 -.1 e 
Mar 25 .130 0.113 
Apr 26 .130 -.05 
May 27 13.513 13.113 
Jun 28 .eo -.113 
Jul 29 .130 -.213 
Aug 30 .1313 -.113 
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Comp I ex Mode I 

The complex model weights approximate the average of a cluster 

of response functions for high elevation Bristlecone Pine from 

Cal ifornia (Cluster "6, Fritts 1974) (Figure 3 & Table 1). 

Error Terms 

Once the pure response (E) has been generated for a 

particular climatic data set, lee replicates <simulations) are generated 

by adding a different set of standardized random numbers to the pure 

response. 

where 

'!JO ,0 = P +.: j "ji 

for j = 
= 

" years (58 in this research) 
1913 sets 

P j is the pure year 1>' response 

Y ji is the replicate being generated 

E 00 is the norma I i zed random number J , 

The random numbers are generated using the polar method of Box, 

Muller and Marsangl ia (Knuth, 1969) and implemented in the International 

Mathematical and Statistical Libraries (H1SL, 1980) subroutine GGNPM. 

All 1139 sets (58 values per set) were generated in one run of the 

FORTRAN controlling program with an initial seed value of '16969.13 0

' on a 

CDC Cyber 175. These 'error' terms were subsequently independently 

standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation of unity before 

being util ized in the model building process. 

By restricting the analysis to the same set of error terms, an'! 



Figure 3. Complex Model known regression target weights. 

A plot of the complex model scal ing /target/ weights that were 
appl ied to the standardized climatic data to produce a pure 
tree-ring response variable. 
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alteration in the results can be directly attributed to either the 

complexity of the model being analysed or to the degree of 

multicoll inearity within the cl imate data. If a more extensive study 

were being performed then more simulations should be run, each with a 

different error term. 

Regression Evaluation Methods 

The results of applying the model generation methods discussed 

above to the two sets of cl imatic data selected later for their degree 

of multicollinearity (Chapter 3) is a set of 499 simulated tree 

responses. Each of these simulated tree responses is then used in each 

of the five regression methods mentioned earl ier resulting in a total of 

4990 regression analyses. On(~ the series of regressions have been 

performed on the simulated data there are a variety of different 

statistics available for evaluating the performance of the regression 

techniques. These statistics evaluate the results both in respect to 

the ~known~ input regression weights used in constructing the simulation 

data and with respect to the other regression techniques used on the 

same data. 

Mean Squared Error 

In a situation where the value for each regreSSion coefficient 

is known the mean squared error statistic can be computed as : 

MSE = 
n 

~~h ere 
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n = # of variables 
A 

P = estimated regression weight 

P = Known regression weight 

The closer the estimated value is to the Known 'target' value 

the smaller the value for MSE will be. This is a very special ized 

statistic in that it requires Knowledge of what the regression 

coefficients are, or are expected to be. For each regression result the 

value of MSE gives a sensitive measure of how close the regression 

estimates are to the Known target values. Although informative, a raw 

MSE value is not easy to interprete on its own. By computing the ratio 

of the t1SE values from different methods to those from a 'standard" 

technique, such as full MLR, a more interpretable measure of 'relative 

MSE efficiency' of the different methods can be obtained. 

Bias 

One of the features of least squares regression estimates is 

that they are unbias~d (i .e. the expected value equals the parameter 

value). Ridge and stepwise principal components regression estimates 

however are biased (Montgomery and PecK, 1982). When the expected value 

is Known (the target values in this study) for each of the regression 

coefficients then a measurement can be made of the bias in the results. 

There are a variety of potential measures of bias that include: 

1. difference between target value and the observed (T - 0) 

2. difference between target and observed as a percentage of the 

target [(T - 0)*100] / 0 

3. total absolute difference between target and observed for all 



variables:E: I<T-O)I 

4. average absolute difference between target and observed for a11 

variables (k:(T - 0)1 ) / n 

5. total squared difference between target and observed for all 

variables:E: (T - 0)2 

6. average squared difference between target and observed for all 

variables [k (T - 0)2 ] / n 
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All of these measures are calculated on the 30 average 

coefficients from the laa simulations. Of the 6 measures, the one most 

I iable to misinterpretation is the second one, the measure of bias as a 

percentage (or ratio) (as used by Wigley and Lough, 1981), as it is 

highly sensitive to the magnitude of the expected value. Thus, with 

expected weights close to zero any minor absolute difference in the 

observed results will be expressed as a very large proportional 

difference. 

Of these six methods the one considered to be most useful is 

that of the average absolute difference (method 4) as it gives a measure 

of how far, on average, the regression coefficient can be expected to be 

away from the actual value for the particular regression method being 

used. 

Binomial 

It is possible to analyse the regression resul ts using a sign 

test statistic. The regression coefficients obtained from two different 

regression methods can be compared with the taiGetva1i.I'2s·for the;ame 

variables. A tally of closest to target value (+) or farthe!;t aVJay (-) 
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is then obtained. In a situation in which both regression methods were 

equal in their abil ity to estimate the regression coefficients, there 

should be an approximate 50:50 tally between the two methods. The tally 

can be tested against a binomial distribution. In the following 

analysis the unbiased full MLR results are used as the standard against 

which the other four methods are compared. In a 39 variable regression 

problem a tally of greater than or equal to 20 is in the one-sided upper 

critical 5% region indicating a significant departure from the 50:50 

spl it (Lentner, 1975). For each variable estimated 100 times, a count of 

59 or greater can be considered a significant departure from the 50:50 

count (Lentner, 1975). 

Regression Statistics 

There are a number of statistics that are traditionally used, 

especially in tree-ring analysis, to evaluate the performance of a 

regression analysis (Fritts, 1976). These statistics primarily are an 

evaluation of the residual series left when the particular chosen 

regression model is applied. Although this information is of importance 

in determining how good, or bad, a particular regression model is at 

explaining the response variable they are not necessarily indicators of 

the performance of the regression technique at determining good 

estimates of individual model weights. 

One of the most often quoted descriptive statistics is that of 

the proportion of variance explained (or coefficient of multiple 

determination, R2). This value is a measure of the abil ity of the 

regression model to explain the variance in the response variable. 
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The assumption being that the closer the proportion of variance 

explained is to unity the better the model is. For western North 

America a value of 0.60 is not uncommon for this statistic in a 

/response function/ (PCR) analysis (DeWitt and Ames, 1978), for eastern 

North America a value closer to 0.29 (DeWitt amd Ames, 1978) and the 

Alaska region has values of about 0.30 (Cropper and Fritts, 1981). 

The multiple correlation coefficient is the square root of the 

coefficient of multiple determination (or proportion of variance 

explained). The multiple correlation coefficient is a measure of the 

I inear association between the response variable and the independent 

variables in the model (Montgomery and Peck, 1982). 

A large value for the proportion of variance explained, or 

multiple correlation coefficient, does not necessarily imply that the 

regression model is a good one. Adding a regressor to the model will 

always increase the proportion of variance explained regardless of 

whether or not the additional regressor contributes to the model. Thus 

it is possible for models that have large values for the proportion of 

variance explained to perform poorly in prediction or estimation 

especially if they were based upon many predictor variables. When the 

values for the proportion of variance explained are evaluated in light 

of the number of regressors in the model a more real istic interpretation 

can be obtained. Thus when two regressions have the same value for the 

multiple correlation coefficient but different values for the number of 
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regressors in the model then the regression with the smaller number of 

regressors is probably the more significant of the two because more 

degrees of freedom are present (Draper and Smith, 198e). 

A further test of model adequacy is the F test. This is a test 

to determine if there is a significant linear relationship between the 

response 'y' and any of the regressor variables 

X1,X 2, ... ,X q . the appropriate hypotheses are 

He ~1 = 132 = ... = ~q = e 

H1 ~j ¢ e for at least one j 

Rejection of He: ~j = e impl ies that at least one of the 

regressors contributed significantly to the model. The test procedure 

for He: ~j = e; j=l ,2, ... ,q is to compute 

MS r 

where 

MSr is the mean square for the regression 

MS e is the mean square residual 

and to r'eject Hn if Fn > F l' Thus if the 
u u a,q,n-q-

computed value for F is greater than the tabled value for F then we 

conclude that a relationship between the response variable and the 

independent data exists. 

A further statistic related to the accuracy of the prediction 

equation is the standard error of estimate (SEE). This assesses the 

absolute amount of unexplained variation as shown by the residual from 

regression. 
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The SEE value may be interpreted as a sort of Javerage residual' 

or 'average error in predicting Y from the regression equation' (Nie et 

al, 1975). Thus the smaller the value of SEE the smaller the deviation 

of known from predicted response variable. 

Confidence Intervals 

A very important aspect of 'response function' analYsis is the 

construction of rel iable confidence intervals placed around each of the 

regression coefficients. When used in a 'real life' situation in which 

the correct response is not Known, the confidence intervals are used 

primarily to discriminate between which coefficients are potentially 

most influential in the response and which ones are 1 iKely to arise by 

chance. 

The confidence intervals for the PCR estimates were produced 

using the method described by Fritts et al (1971). The variances are 

multipl ied by the appropriate tabled F value for the 95% confidence 

interval and the square root is taKen. The confidence interval is then 

placed on either side of the estimated regression coefficient. For the 

remaining four regression methods the confidence intervals were produced 

in the fashion normally used in MLR computer programs (Nie et al, 1975). 

Although there is an alternative method to the MLR available for ridge 

regr'ession confidence interval calculation <t1ontgomery and Peck, 1982) 

used the MLR method for later ease of implementation. 

To test the validity (accuracy) of the confidence intervals 



generi~ed from the regression packages, tall ies were made of : 

1. how frequently the individually computed 95% (2 standard 

deviation) interval included the known regression target weight 

2. how frequently the individually computed 66.6% (1 stal'dard 

deviation) interval included the known regression target weight 

3. how often the individually computed 95~~ confidence interval 

included the value of a.a 

4. how often the individually computed 66.6% confidence interval 

included the value of a.a 
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5. the ratio of the laa individually computed regression coefficient 

standard errors with the value for the standard deviation about 

the mean of the laa individual estimates 

These tallies serve as an accuracy test of the calculated 

confidence intervals. If the calculated intervals are accurate then the 

expected values for tally number is 95% and for tally 2 is 66~~. The 

expected answers for tally 3 and 4 are dependent upon the model, with a 

higher count for the simple model than for the complex because many of 

the target weights were zero. For tally 5, if the confidence intervals 

are accurate reflections of the variability of the computed regression 

coefficients, the answer that is expected is unity. 



CHAPTER 3 

DATA SELECTION 

Tree-ring response function analysis is aimed at deciphering the 

linkage between cl imate variables (usually monthly temperature and 

precipitation) and tree growth indices. In this study the response 

variable (ring width index data) is to be simulated by applying 

predetermined weights (Table 1) to the monthly cl imate data. 

The object of this section of the report is to describe how the 

two representative cl imate data records were selected, from the 167 

available, from which the simulated ring width index data will be 

pr·oduced. The hoJo records are intended to be r£opresentative of (he 

range of multicoll inearity present in western North American cl imate 

data. The selection is made based upon the two extremes in 

multicoll inearity measures discussed in Chapter 2. 

Choice of Cl imate Data Set 

Many potential problems exist within documented cl imatic data 

from western North America such as recording errors, station moves or 

urbanization around the recording station. Each of 167 cl imate station 

records were examined for the occurance of missing data, statistical 

outliers that may be due to recording errors, trends indicating 

ur'banization and other parameters. Bas£od upon the results of this data 

scanning, groups of cl imatic stations were compiled (DeWitt, 1978) that 

represented networks of the best available data from different regions 
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(i .e. western North America, central North America etc.). Of the 

cl imate station records analysed by DeWitt there were 32 for western 

North America (Table 2, Figure 4) in which no problems were found in 

either their temperature or preCipitation records. These 32 station 

records of monthly temperature and monthly precipitation were 

subsequently analysed for their degree of multicoll inearity. 

Degree of Multicollinearity in Data 

The measures of VIF (Marquardt, 1979), maXA IminA 

(Condition number) (Faden, 1978), ]:(l/A) (Hoerl and Kennard, 
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1970), and matrix determinant were used in evaluating the degree of 

multicollinearity in the set of 32 climate data stations. The critical 

levels for indicating multicoll inearity for these statistics is 5 to 19 

for VIF, 40 to 191313 for condition number, a value above about 2 for the 

average eigenvalue reciprocal and a value close to zero for the 

determinant (see pages 213 to 22). 

As mentioned earl ier the selection of which months of cl imate 

variables to put into the regression analysis as the independent data is 

based upon the decision of the investigator as to what constitutes a 

biological year. There are potentially some instances where the 

investigator wishes to restrict the independent data to a single 

parameter <such as temperature) and to only 12 monthly variables of the 

parameter. Others may to wish to investigate the response when using 12 

monthly variables of temperature and 12 monthly variables of 

precipitation (24 independent variables in all) are used together. In 

many of the tree-ring response function analyses, performed in western 
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Table 2. Names of cl imatic stations that prov i ded data 
analysed in this study. 

Map # Name 10 

FLAGSTAFF, Arizona 99223B10 
2 PHOENIX, Arizona 99266481 
3 TUCSON, AI" i zona 99278815 
4 YUMA WSO AP, Arizona B9259660 
5 EUREKA, Cal ifornia 99412910 
6 NEEDLES FAA AIRPORT, Cal ifornia 99476118 
7 RED BLUFF, Cal ifornia 99427292 
8 RIVERSIDE, cal ifornia 99467470 
9 SACRAMENTO, Cal ifornia 99427633 

113 SAN DIEGO, cal ifornia 99467740 
11 VISALIA, Cal ifornia 99459367 
12 CANON CITY, Colorado 99511294 
13 GRAND JUNCTION, Colorado 9B523488B 
14 TRINIDAD, Colorado 99518429 
15 BOISE, Idaho 91951992 
16 HA'JRE, Mon tan a 92433996 
17 HELENA, t10ntana 92444955B 
18 KALISPELL, Montana 92414558 
19 ELKO FAA AP, Nevada B2622573 
29 RENO, Nevada 92616779 
21 ROSWELL, New Mex i co 92977610 
22 BAKER KBKR, Oregon 1335813417 
23 ROSEBURG, Oregon 133537331 
24 RAPID CITY, S.OaKota 93956937 
25 AMARILLO, Texas 94110211 
26 EL PASO, Texas 94152797 
27 PAROWAN, Utah 94246686 
28 ABERDEEN, Washington e451SeeeB 
29 YELLOWSTONE PARK, Wyom i ng 9481991358 
39 BANFF, Al ber ta 1361513520 
31 CALGARY, Alberta B61311B1 
32 KAMLOOPS, British Columbia B6263779 



Figure 4. Climatic data station locations. 

Approximate locations of the 32 cl imatic stations 
tested for their degree of multicoll inearity. The 
numbers correspond to the sites named in Table 1. 
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North America, as many as 30 independent variables are used comprising 

of 15 monthly temperature and 15 monthly precipitation variables (Fritts 

et a1, 1971). Each of these possible arrangements of independent data 

could result in different levels of data multicollinearity. In 

addition, the same arrangement of independent variables from different 

data stations could result in different levels of multicollinearity. 

To investigate how much the degree of multicoll inearity changes 

with the definition of the biological year the monthly temperature and 

precipitation data from a cl imate station were organized into 12 

possible configurations (Table 3). Each of these sets of variables were 

subsequently analysed for their degree of multicollinearity with the 

five different methods described earl ier. In addition to determining 

whether variable selection influences the measured degree of 

multicollinearity, a comparison of the results from the 32 different 

climate data sets will indicate what effect the selection of the climate 

record has on the results. 

An observation of Jacoby (personal communication) suggested that 

a single small data entry error produced apparent dramatic differences 

in the results of a response function. It had been hypothesized that 

the difference in the results were due to a change in the interrelations 

within the climatic data. To examine this possibility of large changes 

in the degree of multicoll inearity as a result of minor changes in the 

input data all of the data arrangements already tested for their 

multi colI inearity were retested after one data value was changed 

sl ightly. The sl ightly different (or altered) data sets were generated 



Table 3. The different arrangements of climate data considered. 

Set Description 

12 months (September of year t-1** to August of year t) of 
temperature for maximum record length 

ii 12 months (September of year t-1 to August of year t) of 
precipitation for maximum record length 

iii 1S months (June of year t-1 to August of year t) of 
temperature for maximum record length 

iv 1S months (June of year t-1 to August of year t) of 
precipitation for maximum record length 

v 12 months of temperature PLUS 12 months of precipitation for 
maximum record length 

vi 1S months of temperature PLUS 15 months of precipitation for 
maximum record length 

vii 12 months (September of year t-l to August of year t) of 
temperature for last S8 years of data 

vii i 12 months (September of year t-1 to August of year t) of 
precipitation for last S8 years of data 

ix 15 months (June of year t-1 to August of year t) of 
temperature for last S8 years of data 

x 15 months (June of year t-1 to August of year t) of 
precipitation for last 58 years of data 

xi 12 months of temperature PLUS 12 months of precipitation for 
last S8 years of data 

xii 15 months of temperature PLUS 1S months of precipitation for 
last 58 years of data 

** where 't' is the calendar year assigned to the tree-ring 
index. 
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by adding a value of 1.13 to a single standardized observation of the 

original climatic data matrix. 

The maximum length of the selected cl imate data ranged from 77 

.yea~s for the Kal ispell record to 129 years for the San Diego record. 
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Many of the longer records are thought to have problems associated with 

early record Keeping practices (Kennedy and Gordon, 1980). Abbreviated 

data sets consisting of the most recent 58 years were generated as it 

was thought such a period would best represent the length of qual ity 

records generally available for western North America. This abbreviated 

data has been described elsewhere (Cropper, 1985). The results of the 

multicollinearity tests showed that, in nearly all cases, the maximum 

length time period data sets were less colI inear than their abbreviated 

58 >'ear sets. For example, the results for Flagstaff Arizona <Table 4) 

indicates less colI inearity in the longer (813 years) time series for all 

the data arrangements except 12 months of temperature. The variabil ity 

in the maximum length of these data analyses does not allow easy 

site-to-site comparisons of the multicoll inearity results. Thus only 

the 58 year data sets (Appendix A) are summarized in Table 5. The 12 

month precipitation data set is the least colI inear and has the smallest 

range of values for most of the statistics. This lacK of collinearity 

is not unexpected due to the observed lacK of coherency among different 

months of precipitation data. The most seriously multicollinear data 

are to be found in the 39 variable mixed temperature and preCipitation 

data sets. These are the most commonly used data mixes in tree-ring 

response function analysis. They often vary from 28 to 32 variables 
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Table 4. Detailed multicollinearity results from Flagstaff, AI' i zona. 

Results for the /original' and /altered' data for both the full 
time period and the last 58 years of data. 

MATRIX VIF SUt1 VIF DET X'X t: 11"- max).../mi n)... 

TEMPERATURE 
12 month, ( 813 yrs) 1.674 16.27 .14134735 16.27 7.84 
12 month, ( 813 yrs) altered 1.675 16.27 .1495735 16.27 7.85 
12 month, ( 58 yrs) 1.474 16.91 .1615821 16.91 7.42 
12 month, ( 58 yrs) altered 1.475 16.93 .1694938 16.93 7.59 
15 month, ( 89 yrs) 1. 741 21.43 .9514474 21.43 19.36 
15 month, ( 89 yrs) altered 1.739 21.39 .6523269 21.39 19.35 
15 month, ( 58 yrs) 1.696 21.52 .9694174 21.52 9.73 
15 month, ( 58 yrs) altered 1.696 21.57 .9593454 21.57 9.61 

PRECI PITATI ON 
12 mon th , ( 89 yrs) 1.699 15.76 .2475448 15.76 6.68 
12 month, ( 89 yrs) altered 1.7913 15.74 .2493532 15.74 6.66 
12 month, ( 58 >'rs) 2.1 S9 17.19 .1559419 17.19 9.31 
12 month, ( 58 yrs) altered 2.168 17.95 .1578943 17.95 9.27 
15 month, ( 89 yrs) 1.734 29.93 .1492259 29.93 7.12 
15 mon th, ( 89 yrs) altered 1.734 29.93 .1489789 29.133 7.13 
15 month, ( 58 yrs) 2.326 22.21 .13734739 22.21 19.58 
15 month, ( 58 yrs) altered 2.325 22.19 .13735254 22.19 19.57 

TEt1PERATURE AND PRECIPITATION 
24 month, ( 813 yrs) 2.999 49.92 .99213359 49.92 14.66 
24 month, ( 89 yrs) altered 2.988 39.96 .9929662 39.96 14.66 
24 month, ( 58 yrs) 3.958 47.59 .9993286 47.59 21.95 
24 month, ( 58 yrs) altered 3.1354 47.58 .9993239 47.58 22.99 
39 month, ( 89 yrs) 2.595 56.22 .913139884 56.22 23.72 
39 month, ( 89 yrs) altered 2.690 56.25 .13999888 56.25 23.68 
39 month, 58 yrs) 4.338 77.29 .91399939 77.29 49.85 
39 month, ( 58 yrs) altered 4.645 78.12 .0999927 78.12 52.95 
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Table 5. Summary of multicoll inearity results for 58 year data sets. 

DATA SET VIF DET XIX 1: 11:>-. max:>-./m i n:>-. 

TEt1P 12 VARIABLE 
MAX 3.614 .993522 26.295 39.198 
MIN 1.346 .268423 14.972 5.944 
RANGE 2.268 .264991 11.323 24.154 

PREC 12 VARIABLE 
MAX 2.179 .149778 17.996 9.314 
MIN 1.261 .394121 14.123 3.9213 
RANGE 9.918 .244343 2.973 5.494 

TEMP 15 VARIABLE 
MAX 4.195 .999257 37.985 51.6713 
MIN 1.438 .128634 19.851 6.8213 
RANGE 2.757 .128377 18.134 44.859 

PREC 15 VARIABLE 
t1AX 3.560 .13529139 24.181 16.946 
tUN 1.429 .195787 18.843 4.695 
RANGE 2.131 .142878 5.338 12.251 

T & P 24 VARIABLE 
MA)( 5.1393 .001313113 61 .159 50.3113 
MIN 2.3136 .131313953 44.327 17.1313 
RANGE 2.787 .13138943 16.832 33.297 

T & P 313 VARIABLE 
MA)( 7.794 .013eBel 98.681 119.644 
MIN 3.012 .90131316 65.313 34.292 
RANGE 4.782 .91381316 33.368 85.352 



distributed equally between the two variables of temperature and 

precipitation (Fritts, 1976; ConKey, 1982). Such response function 

analyses would be most susceptible to the problems of 

multicoll inearity. 

Stability of Cl imatic Data 
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Comparison of the multicoll inearity statistics of the original 

data and that for which one value was altered indicated that very small 

changes occur. The changes were most pronounced in the shorter 

(58-year) data sets with the most extreme case being that of Flagstaff, 

Arizona (Table 4). For the 39 variable, 58-year matrix of Flagstaff data 

there ~!Jas a 7% change in the computed VIF (from 4.338 to 4.645) and 

similar changes in the other multicoll inearity measures. Close 

examination of the individual eigenvalues and the diagonal elements of 

the inverse correlation matrix of the Flagstaff data indicated that the 

majority of differences between the original and the altered data were 

in the third decimal place. The differences noted by Jacoby are thought 

to be more a function of the result reporting technique used 

(percentages) rather than a function of the instabil ity of the input 

data. If the cl imatic data were unstable it is thought that the changes 

in the multicollinearity statistics when the data were altered, would 

have been much larger than in the third decimal place. Thus, even 

though there is often a significant amount of multicoll inearity within 

the cl imatic data, especially .,.Jhen dupl icated in lagged for'm in the 

matrix, the data are stable and not affected by small changes in 

individual values. 
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Selected Data 

The tests described above indicate that depending upon the 

amount and type of mixing of the data such as monthly temperature and 

precipitation for more than one year, the degree of multicollinearity 

(as measured by the VIF method) can increase 6 fold <1.6 to 7.8) for a 

single c1 imatic station (Appendix A, Visa1 ia). In all cases when a 

calendar year of a single variable type (temperature or precipitation) 

is used, the degree of mu1tico11 inearity is small and should have 1 itt1e 

effect on subsequent analyses. When two variable types are used 

together and lagging within the variables is also included there is a 

possibility of larger degrees of multico11inearit)'. However, the degree 

of mu1tico11 inearity within any data set is not noticeably affected by 

minor changes in the data as is noted by comparison of the original with 

the altered data results. 

Of the 12 different data arrangements evaluated for the degree 

of mu1tico1l inearity, the 58 year 30 variable set is the closest to that 

most commonly used in /tree-ring response function' analyses (Fritts et 

a1, 1971; Conkey, 1982; Fritts, 1974). The multicollinearity measures 

for all 32 climate data stations for the 58 year 30 variable arrangement 

indicates variabil ity between the data sets <Table 6). The results were 

ranked from 11'ast multicol1 inear <rank of 1.9) to most multicoll inear 

(ranK of 32.0) for each statistic across all stations (Table 7). For 

each station a cumulative ranking of the four measures was computed and 

this 'sum of ranks' was itself ranked. In this way all of the different 

measures of multicollinearity are given equal weighting in the final 
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Table 6. 58 year, 313 variable data sets 
multicollinearity data 

LOCATI ON VIF DET X'X ! 11:>.. max:>../mi n:>.. 

FLAGSTAFF ,AR I ZONA 4.3 .13131313133 77.3 49.1 
PHOENIX, ARIZONA 4.7 .13131313131 81.3 54.1 
TUCSON, ARI ZOI'-IA 4.1 .13131313131 84.6 64.8 
YUMA WSO AP, ARIZONA 3.6 .661313133 75.6 49.6 
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA 7.7 .13131313131 82.5 66.2 
NEEDLES FAA AIRPORT, 3.3 .613131367 74.4 36.9 
RED BLUFF, CALIFORNIA 3.6 .1361313132 76.3 39.3 
RIVERSIDE FIRE STA. 3.4 .1313131316 6S.3 34.3 
SACRAt1ENTO, CALI FORNIA 3.4 .131361366 713.4 35.2 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 6.5 .661313131 98.7 119.6 
VISALIA, CALIFORNIA 7.8 .131361361 85.7 64.8 
CANON CITY, COLORADO 4.1 .1313131364 72.5 35.7 
GRAND JUNCT ION, CO. 3.6 .13131313135 74.4 42.6 
TRINIDAD, COLORADO 4.2 .1361313132 78.5 42.7 
BOl SE, IDAHO 3.5 .eeee16 67.7 35.4 
HAVRE, MONTANA 3.8 .eeeee2 78.3 413.8 
HELENA, t10NTANA 5.13 .13131313131 913.S 4S.7 
KALI SPELL, MONTANA 3.13 .13131313139 68.2 36.4 
ELKO FAA AP, NEVADA 3.7 .eeeee5 73.8 51.8 
RENO, NEVADA 6.13 .13131313132 77.13 62.1 
ROSI,oJELL, NEl~ MEXI CO 4.6 .13131313131 83.4 62.1 
BAKER KBKR, OREGON 3.9 .1313131313 71.13 4S.2 
ROSEBURG, OREGON 3.6 .13131313139 68.8 35.8 
RAPID CITY, S. DAKOTA 3.3 .1391313113 7tL3 43.6 
At1ARILLO, TEXAS 4.3 .aeeaal 86.1 62.8 
EL PASO, TEXAS 5.6 .aeeee2 77.9 48.13 
PAROWAN, UTAH 4.7 .aeeeel 8e.S S9.2 
ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON 4.1 .eeeeel 78.4 44.5 
YELLOWSTONE PARK, WY 3.8 .aeeele 73.13 37.4 
BANFF, ALBERTA 4.1 .13131313132 81.9 4S.3 
CALGARY, ALBERTA 5.6 .13131313131 91.3 71LS 
KAMLOOPS, B. C. 4.5 .13131313131 813.1 37.7 
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Table 7. 58 year, 30 variable data sets 
multicollinearity data ranKings 

RanKing based upon 

LOCATION VIF DET i: 1IA. maxVm i nA. SUM OF FINAL 
RANKS RANK 

FLAGSTAFF,ARI2ONA 21.0 13.5 16.9 21.0 71.5 17.0 
PHOENIX, ARIZDNA 24.0 29.13 23.13 23.0 99.13 24.0 
TUCSON, ARIZONA 16.13 29.9 27.13 28.13 11313.13 25.13 
YUMA WSO AP, ARIZONA 113.13 13.5 13. a 213 .13 56.5 14.0 
EUREKA, CALIFORNIA 31.13 23.0 25.0 313.0 1139.13 29.13 
NEEDLES FAA AIRPORT, 2.13 8.13 12. a 7.0 29.9 7.13 
RED BLUFF, CALI FORt'UA 7.0 17.5 14.0 113.0 48.5 12.13 
RIVERSIDE FIRE STA. 4.13 1.5 1.0 1.0 7.5 La 
SACRAt1ENTO, CAL I FORN I A 5.0 9.0 6.0 2.13 22.0 4.13 
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 30.13 29.13 32.0 32.13 123.0 32.13 
VISALIA, CALIFORNIA 32.13 23.13 28.13 29.13 112.0 313.13 
CANON CITY, COLORADO 15.13 12.13 8.13 4.13 39.13 9.13 
GRAND JUNCTION, CO. 9.13 113.5 11. 13 12.13 42.5 11. 13 
TRINIDAD, COLORADO 19.6 17.5 213.13 13.13 69.5 16. a 
BOISE, IDAHO 6.13 1.5 2.13 3.6 12.5 2.0 
HA'JRE, MONTANA 12.13 17.5 18.13 11.6 58.5 15.13 
HELENA, MONTANA 26.0 29.13 30.13 18.0 1133.0 26.5 
KALISPELL, MONTANA 1.13 6.5 3.0 6.0 16.5 3.0 
ELKO FAA AP, NE'JADA 11.0 10.5 113.0 22.0 53.5 13.0 
RENO, NEVADA 29.13 17.5 15.0 26.13 87.5 22.0 
ROSl~ELL, NEl,J ME}( I CO 23.13 29.0 26.9 25.13 103.0 26.5 
BAKER KBKR, OREGON 14.0 3.13 7.0 16.13 40.9 113 .13 
ROSEBURG, OREGON 8.13 6.5 4.0 5.0 23.5 5.13 
RAPID CITY, S. DAKOTA 3.~ 4.5 5.0 14.0 26.5 6.0 
AMARILLO, TEXAS 20.9 29.13 29.13 27.13 195.0 28.0 
EL PASO, TEXAS 28.0 17.5 17.0 19.0 81.5 21.0 
PAROWAN, UTAH 25.0 23.0 22.9 24.13 94.0 23.0 
ABERDEEN, I,oJASHINGTON 17.0 23.0 19.0 15.13 74.13 18.13 
YELLOWSTONE PARK, WY 13.0 4.5 9.0 8.0 34.5 8.13 
BANFF, ALBERTA 18.13 17.5 24.13 17.13 76.5 213.13 
CALGARY, ALBERTA 27.0 29.0 31.13 31.9 118. a 31.9 
KAMLOOPS, B. C. 22.13 23.13 21.13 9.9 75.13 19. a 
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ranKing and subsequent selection. 

The cl imate station considered to be least multicoll inear 

(lowest ranKing) is that of Rive~side, Califo~nia with a summed ranKing 

of 7.5 (minimum possible summed ~anKing is 4.(3). The most multicollinear· 

station was that of San Diego with a summed ranKing of 123.13 out of a 

maximum possible of 128.9. The values for the multicoll inearity 

statistics for Riverside are VIF = 3.4, Determinant = 9.9913916, sum of 

eigenvalue reciprocals = 65.3 and condition number = 34.3. Based on the 

ea~1 ier discussion (Chapter 2) the values for VIF and condition number 

indicate that I ittle or no multicol1 inearity problem exists within this 

configuration of the Riverside data. The values for the 

multicoll inearity statistics for the San Diego data are VIF = 6.5, 

Determinant = 0.aBeel, sum of eigenvalue reciprocals = 98.7 and 

condition number of 119.6. The magnitude of these values indicates that 

a potential (but not severe) multicoll inearity problem exists within 

this data set. Thus the two representative data sets used for the 

simulation process and regression analysis were the last 58 years of 

Riverside and San Diego (Appendix B). 



CHAPTER 4 

METHOD I MPLEMENTAT ION 

Computer Accuracy 

Due to mainframe computer budget constraints I chose to run the 

majority of the analyses for this research on an 8-bit 283 based Kaypro 

II microcomputer. A set of test cases were run to determine the 

feasibil ity of using the 8-bit microcomputer as an alternative to a 

mainframe Control Data Corporation Cyber-175, for performing the 

statistical simulation analyses. A COPy of the FORTRAN source code to 

perform a multiple I inear regression was obtained from the IBM-SSP 

Statistical Software Package (IBM, 1970) kept at the University of 

Arizona Computer Center. Six versions of this program were generated. 

These consisted of single and double precision versions for execution on 

three test machines, a Cyber-175, a DEC-18 and a KAYPRO II 

microcomputer. The three machines range from a 60-bit word size on the 

eyber, a 36-bit word size on the DEC-10 and an 8-bit word size on the 

283 based KAYPRO. All the versions of FORTRAN used were variations on 

the ANSI 1966 Standard. These FORTRAN's were variously called /FTN4l (on 

the Cyber), "FlO' (on the DEC) and 'SSS FORTRAN" (on the Kaypro). 

In order to test the accuracy of the SSS (SuperSoft) FORTRAN, 

its results were compared to those generated by other versions of 

FORTRAN on the other two <mainframe) machines. Two separate tests were 

performed, In the first test the 6-variable sample data suppl ied I,~ith 
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the SSP multiple 1 inear regression program was executed by all six 

versions of the program. In the second test a c1 imatic data set from 

Phoenix, Arizona was lagged to form a mu1tico11 inear data set (VIF = 
4.7) of the type used in tree-ring response function analysis. A 

response variable was created as a 1 inear combination of 4 of the 30 

initial variables plus a random number component. The 3a variable 

lagged c1 imatic data were then used as the independent data and the 

created response variable used as the dependent data. 
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For the first test situation the SSP <I8M, 1970) supp1 ied data, 

of 6 variables and 39 observations, were analysed. No differences of 

any kind were noted between the results from the two mainframe computers 

for either the regression coefficients (to 5 decimal places) or the 

standard errors of the regression coefficients. The two sets of output 

from the SSS Fortran compiler did shol,t~ differences. For the single 

precision microcomputer version, two of the five regression coefficients 

and three out of five of the standard errors were different from the 

mainframe results by a.aaaSl. For the double precision microcomputer 

version results, three out of five regr~ssion coefficients and two out 

of five standard errors were different from the mainframe results by 

a.aaaal. Based upon the above tests the differences in the coefficients 

in the fifth decimal place are considered to be unimportant to the 

aspects being studied in this research. 

In the second test situation, a comparison of the values for the 

last step in the regression once again showed some differences between 

the micro and mainframe computers. Of the thirty computed regression 
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coefficients produced, there were thirteen differences between the 

results from the Cyber (single precision) and the Kaypro (single 

precision). There were, however, only three regression coefficients 

that were different between the Cyber single preCision and the double 

precision Kaypro results. For the standard errors of the regression 

coefficients there was only one difference and that was in the single 

precision Kaypro result. In all of these instances the differences were 

once again a.Baae1 and are not considered to be important to the results 

of this research. 

From the results presented here I felt that for the envisaged 

appl ication there seems to be no significant difference in the accuracy 

of the regression results obtained on the microcomputer to those 

obtained on the larger mainframe computers. A final test was performed 

to confirm that the SSP computer code was computationally correct. This 

was accompl ished by comparing the results generated via SSP computer 

code and that from SPSS (Nie et aI, 1975) multiple regression program. 

The results from the two computer programs of different origin were 

identical. 

Regression Procedures 

In this section I shall describe the different steps used to 

analyse the regression simUlations. 

Full Multiple Linear Regression 
in practice 

Independent data consisting of 58 observations of 39 cl imate 

variables were standardized to have mean zero and standard deviation of 



unity before use. The control cards were generated for subsequent 

analysis via program 'REGES' (IBM, 1970). 

Stepwise Multiple Linear 
Regression in practice 

Using the data as described above, together with the required 

control cards for using program 'STEPR~ (IBM, 1979), the stepwise 
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multiple I inear regressions were performed. The control cards indicated 

that there were 58 observations and that an arbitrarily chosen value of 

0.02 (2%) of the proportion of sum of squares attibuted to an entering 

variable, be used as the lower I imit before it will be allowed into the 

regression. 

Principal Components 
Regression in practice 

The principal components of the 30 variable cl imate data were 

produced on the Cyber 175 computer using the IMSL routine 'OPRINC~ 

(IMSL, 1980). The factor scores (ampl itudes) were subsequently generated 

and then transferred for use on the microcomputer. Exactly the same 

dependent simulated tree-ring response variables are used as would be in 

the full and stepwise multiple linear regression procedures described 

above. The standardized ampl itudes were substituted for the 58 by 30 

matrix of cl imate data. The combination of eigenvector ampl itudes and 

simulated response variables was then analysed through program 'STEPR' 

in exactly the same manner as described earlier. 

Once the stepwise regression process is complete, the results 

are transformed back into the 'real world~ variables using the 
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eigenvectors (Fritts et al, 1971). This results in 39 potentially 

non-zero weights, for the 39 variables, out of a stepwise procedure that 

includes perhaps only 19 ampl itudes as regressors. The transformed data 

is retained for later evaluation. 

Full Ridge Regression 
in practice 

Biasing Factor generation. The choice of the biasing factor 

to be added to the data is one of the major problems of implementing a 

ridge regression technique. Although much statistical research has been 

performed on the technical ities of ridge regression analysis they have 

primarily been investigating situations of comparitively extreme 

multicoll inearity and offer no objective practical criteria for the 

selection of the best, or most appropriate, biasing parameter. The 

method most frequently discussed for determining the biasing parameter 

is the ridge trace (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970). This method involves 

running a set of ridge regression analyses with a series of possible 

biasing parameters. The regression coefficients for each variable are 

plotted at each biasing parameter level and a subjective assessment of 

which biasing parameter produced the best result is made. Hill (1975) 

states that the most desirable coefficients hopefully will 

correspond to the value of the biasing parameter where the residuals 

have not started to increase rapidly, but yet the coefficients have 

settled down. For the anticipated tree-ring response function 

appl ication the ridge trace method would involve many regression runs 

(say 30 to 49) and the evaluation of the results for 30 or so 



variables. As such this would seem a very impractical method for 

general use. 
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In the absence of an acceptable alternative the following 

procedure was used to generate a biasing parameter specificallY for the 

type of data encountered in western North American response function 

analyses. A set of 19 additional simulated tree-ring series were 

generated for each of the cl imate data sets (Riverside and San Diego) 

and for both the simple and complex models and were used in determining 

the most appropriate biasing value. Each of these additional simulated 

tree-ring series were analysed using the non-1 inear regression pacKage 

8MD-3r (Jennrich 1978; Cropper 1984). This package is made to 

iteratively performs a series (41) of full multiple regressions after 

adding a slightly increasing biasing fa~tor each time. The regression 

coefficient estimates from each of the 41 regressions at each biasing 

level were analysed with respect to their MSE values. The optimal, of 

the 41 regression biasing weights, regression was chosen as that which 

either had the minimum MSE or the change in MSE from one regression to 

the next was less than 1.0X. Thus for each cl imate data set and for each 

of the two input models there were 19 values for the most appropriate 

biasing weight, the average of these 10 values was subsequently used on 

the other 299 ridge simulations for that particular data/model 

combination. The chosen biasing parameters (K) for the different 

data/model combinations of Riverside Simple, Riverside Complex, San 

Diego Simple and San Diego Complex were 9.36, 9.46, 0.34, and 0.44 

respectively. 
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Regressions. A diagonal matrix is obtained which contains 

weights calculated as the ~(n-l)k. The data are placed at the 

end of the normalized cl imate data as new observations. In this 

research there are 39 independent variables and thus 39 new observations 

are added to the existing 58 years of data Torming an 88 observation 

data set. For each of the 30 new independent observations a value of 

zero is placed as a new observation of the simulated tree variable. The 

enlarged (88 observations) data set is now analysed in the same manner 

as full MLR. The results are interpreted as though they were the normal 

output from unbiased regression analysis. 

Stepwise Ridge Regression 
in practice 

Using exactly the same biasing parameter and elongated data set 

(88 x 51) as described above for full RR, the data was analysed in a 

forward stepwise fashion using program /STEPR/. Once again the results 

are interpreted in the same way they would be if this were a 

straightforward stepwise multiple I inear regression analysis. 



CHAPTER 5 

RESULTS 

The results for the regressions on simulated data are contained 

in Tables 8 through 19 and 17. Each column in these tables is a summary 

of the 199 regressions for a particular model and regression technique 

on a particular climatic data set (Riverside or San Diego). Therefore 

each table represents 19a simulations tested by different regression 

analyses, making a total of see sets of calculations. 

Riverside (small multicoll inearity), Simple response model 

MSE and Bias. 

Of the five groups of statistics I consider the MSE and bias to 

be the most important in evaluating the performance of the regressions 

at producing good estimates of the coefficients. The mean square error 

and bias statistics are to be found at the top of Table 8. Of the five 

regression methods employed on these data the stepwise ridge regression 

has the smallest average MSE. Therefore the stepwise ridge estimates are 

the closest to the known value with an average value for MSE of 9.9199 

(Table 8). The ratio of the average MSE value of a particular method to 

the result from full MLR is referred to as the MSE relative efficiency. 

The stepwise ridge method results have an average MSE value 4 times 

smaller than the 'standard' of full multiple I inear regression. 

Although the stepwise ridge performed better overall in terms of MSE on 
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Table 8. Summary results for 100 simulated series 
analysed via five different regression methods. 

RIVERSIDE 

MEAN SQUARED ERROR 
Average 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Std. Oev. 

Relative Efficiency 

BIAS 
Total Absolute difference 

Average Absolute difference 
MSE of average coefficients 

BINot1IAL 
Number of regressions 
siQnificantly better than 
MLR coefficients (from 108) 

Number of coefficients 
si~nificantlY better than 
ML values (from 39) 

Total number of 
coefficients better than 
MLR values (from 3geB) 

REGRESSION STATISTICS 
Proportion of variance explained 

Mean 
S.D. 

Multiple Correlation 
Mean 
S.D. 

# steps in regression 
Mean 
S.D. 

F value for regression 
Mean 
S.D. 

Std. Error of estimate 
t1ean 
S.D. 

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
Percentage of times ACTUAL 
coefficient falls within 2 S.D. 

1 S.D. 

C.I containing 9.e 2 S.D. 
1 S. D. 

Ratio of Std Error of 
individual vs. S.Dev of B 

Simple model 

! Full! Full! ! Step! Step 
! MLR ! Ridge ! PCR ! MLR ! Ridge 

0.0399 0.0157 0.0368 9.0164 0.0109 
0.0172 0.0997 0.0188 0.6934 9.9934 
9.9658 0.9259 9.0696 9.9424 9.9289 
0.0195 9.0035 9.0119 9.9977 9.9949 
1.9999 2.5434 1.9835 2.4394 3.9789 

9.3762 1.4933 9.8391 9.2997 9.9972 
0.9125 e.9468 9.9277 9.9997 0.0302 
9.9983 9.9956 9.9916 0.9992 9.0848 

9 92 6 109 198 

a 27 6 28 26 

9 2288 1697 2673 2728 

8.7349 9.5177 9.6258 9.6826 8.4989 
8.8519 8.8418 0.8561 9.0657 9.9459 

0.8567 0.7189 9.7897 0.7751 8.6384 
9.8305 0.9291 0.9361 0.0427 8.8365 

39 30 19.58 6.88 5.51 
9 9 1 .73 1 .68 1 .23 

2.633 2.879 7.648 11.943 19.772 
8.734 9.353 1.722 3.577 2.742 

8.9916 0.9256 9.9923 8.8921 9.8571 
0.8872 9.0593 9.9619 0.8558 8.8407 

93 . 9% 94 • 7~~ 
66.3% 79.4% 

86.9% 90 . (;~ 
69.7% 67.4% 

9.9724 1.2461 

64.9% 
35.8% 

58.4% 
32. 4~~ 

0.4946 

88.4% 89.9% 
88.4/' 82.7% 

82.I/' 85.3;~ 
77 .l/' 81. 6% 

1.9568 1.4716 
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each regression, the regression coefficients are biased, for when the 

average of all lOe simulations for each variable are analysed the 

average variable coefficient differs from the target data by as much as 

0.0302 units. In the case of the full MLR the bias is smaller at 0.0125 

units. 

Binomial 

For the binomial evaluation the results of full MLR are compared 

with those from the other 4 methods. For every simulation, each of the 

30 regression coefficients is classified as being closer (t) or farther 

away (-) from the target values than the regression coefficients 

produced from full MLR. The results from each of the lee simulations is 

then tested, as a sign test, to see if there is a significant difference 

between MLR and other regression technique results. Both of the 

stepwise methods (multiple and ridge) produce regression coefficients 

sufficiently closer to the target weights that all loe of the 

simUlations are significantly (95%) better than the full MLR results. 

The full ridge regression method gave estimates that resulted in 92 of 

the lee regressions being classified as significantly (95%) better than 

those of full MLR. 

Regression Statistics 

The full MLR CTable 8) accounts for the highest proportion of 

the variance (73%) of the response variable and also has the largest 

multiple correlation (0.86). The F-values tend to be closely related to 

the number of variables in the regression; consequently, the two 
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stepwise methods (an average of less than 7 steps) have the largest 

F-values. The principal components regression differs in this statistic 

for although it contains computed coefficients for all 39 variables 

(1 iKe full MLR and full RR) it has an average of less than 11 steps in 

the regression. The values for the F and standard error statistics are 

intermediary between the full and stepwise results. 

Confidence Intervals 

The simple method employed for evaluating the confidence 

intervals shol)/s that the full RR and full MLR come close to the expected 

value of 95X. The stepwise methods sl ightly underestimated confidence 

intervals. The principal components regression confidence interval 

counts are substantially underestimated. The interval captures only 64% 

of the target values. The calculated 66.6% (one standard deviation) 

confidence intervals were well estimated for the full MLR, and slightly 

overestimated for the full RR method (70.4X). The count for the PCR 

confidence interval was approximately half of the expected value. The 

one standard deviation confidence intervals for both of the stepwise 

methods are too large. As a consequence they include the target value 

more than the expected number of 66.61. of the time. 

For the simple model (Figure 2, Table 1) only 4 of the 39 

variables have actual non-zero coefficients, thus only the confidence 

intervals associated with those 4 non-zero weights should not contain 

the value 9.B. Expressing this another way, 86.6% (26 out of 39) of the 

weights should contain zero. The results show that all methods except 

PCR give results close to the expected values. The results for PCR 



indicat~ that this method lab~ls too many of the estimated regression 

coefficients as being significantly different from zero. In an 
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ideal ized situation in which the estimated regression coefficients fall 

very close to their actual values then the actual value would also fall 

within the 66% confidence interval and all but 4 of the 39 coefficients 

(86.6%) should contain 0.0 within their ranges. The stepwise regr~ssion 

m~thods gave the answers closest to the expected with values of 81.6% 

and 77.1%. The full RR and the full MLR methods gave results more 

reflective of the smaller cofidence intervals with results of 67.4% and 

60.7%. The peR method once again gave results about half the size of 

thos~ obtained from the other methods. 

The computed standard error of each regression coefficient is a 

measure of the variabil ity expected in repeated sampl ing from the 

same population of regression coefficients. The standard deviation of 

the 1BB regression coefficients is a measure of the actual 

variabil ity of th~ sample of regression coefficients. A measure of the 

accuracy of the estimated value can b~ obtained as the ratio of the 

expected with the actual variabil ity. For the Riversid~ simpl~ model 

this ratio (Tabl~ 8) is close to unity for the full and step MLR 

methods. The two ridge methods have ratios abov~ unity, indicating that 

the calculated expected values for variabil ity are larger than the true 

variabil ity experienced with 19B simulations. The small ratio (B.49) 

for peR again reflects the under estimation of this method noted in the 

other confidence interval ~valuations. 
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San Diego (larger multicollinearity), Simple response model 

The San Diego simulated tree-data are generated by applying the 

simple model (Figure 2) to the San Diego cl imate data and subsequently 

adding the same random error as used in the Riverside analysis. 

MSE and Bias 

The summary resu I ts for the lee simu I ati ons and 5 sol uti ons for 

the simple response model appl ied to the San Diego data is contained in 

Table 9. The MSE results are similar to those obtained from the 

Riverside data in that the stepwise methods have smaller average values 

than the full methods. Although the relative order of the 5 regression 

methods is the same as for Riverside, the MSE values are larger by about 

half that from Riverside. 

As for Riverside, the full MLR has the smallest average absolute 

bias and both of the ridge methods have the largest bias. The full 

ridge regression estimates have an average departure of 13.9565 units for 

each regression coefficient. 

Binomial 

The comparison of full MLR regression coefficients with the 

coefficients from the other methods shows that both the stepwise methods 

give significantly better coefficients 11313% of the time, full RR is 

close by being significantly better than full MLR 95% of the time. The 

PCR coefficients result in only 13% of the regressions being classed as 

significantly better (j .e. double the result for the less multicoll inear 

Riverside data). The analYsis of the 313 coefficents sho~~s that PCR 
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Table 9. Summa~y ~esults for leO simulated se~ies 
analysed via five different regression methods. 

SAN DIEGO 

MEA~~ SQUARED ERROR 
Ave~age 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Std. Dev. 

Relative Efficiency 

BIAS 
Total Absolute difference 

Ave~age Absolute difference 
MSE of ave~age coefficients 

BIN0t1IAL 
Numbe~ of regressions 
sionificantly better than 
MLR coefficients (from 190) 

Number of coefficients 
si~nificantlY better than 
t1L values (from 30) 

Total number of 
coefficients better than 
MLR values (from 3000) 

REGRESSION STATISTICS 
Proportion of 

Mean 
variance explained 

S.D. 
Multiple Correlation 

Mean 
S.D. 

tt steps in reQression 
Mean 
S.D. 

F value for ~egression 
Mean 
S.D. 

Std. E~ror of estimate 
Mean 
S.D. 

Simple model 

! Full! Full! ! Step! Step 
! MLR ! Ridge! PCR ! MLR ! Ridge 

e.0591 0.0188 0.0492 0.9248 0.0139 
9.0231 9.9197 9.0195 9.9929 0.0927 
0.1323 0.0331 0.1299 9.9867 9.0342 
9.9207 0.0041 9.9219 0.0145 0.0066 
1.0009 3.1388 1.2006 2.3831 4.2571 

9.3906 1.6948 1.0390 0.6174 1.3235 
0.0130 0.0565 0.9346 9.9206 0.0441 
0.9003 9.e008 0.0028 O.aOOB 9.0965 

9 95 13 100 100 

0 27 9 29 27 

0 2282 1644 2629 2684 

0.7181 9.5048 0.5992 9.5863 0.4092 
0.0597 9.0542 0.0687 0.0680 0.0620 

9.8467 9.7095 0.7727 0.7643 0.6307 
0.0355 9.0382 0.9456 0.0450 0.9492 

30 39 9.713 7.07 5.79 
0 3 1.93 1.70 1.39 

2.450 1.985 7.843 10.769 9.791 
0.795 0.452 2.490 2.985 2.050 

0.9954 9.9131 0.8995 0.8891 0.8420 
0.9908 9.0510 0.9649 0.9558 0.0424 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 

Percentaoe of times ACTUAL 
coefficient falls within 2 S.D. 93.9% 93.8% 64.3% 85. 3~~ 86. e~ 

1 S.D. 67.7% 69.9% 34. 4;~ 77.6% 79.9% 

C. I containing 0.9 2 S.D. 89.8% 92. 8;~ 59 .1;~ 81.4% 84. 9;~ 
1 S.D. 62.9% 69.1% 31 • 7;~ 76.6% 80.7% 

Ratio of Std Error of 
individual l)S. S.Dev of B 0.9955 1.3023 0.4799 0.9905 1.3451 



estimated 9 of them significantly better than full MLR. By comparison, 

the stepwise and full RR estimated 27 of the 30 significantly better 

than full MLR and step MLR did even better with 29 out of 39 

significantly better. 

Regression Statistics 
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The regression statistics are very similar, especially in their 

ranKing between regression methods, to those observed for the Riverside 

data on the simple response model. The full MLR has a larger proportion 

of the response variable variance explained and the largest average 

multiple correlation coefficient. Stepwise RR has the smallest number 

of steps in the regression and the smallest standard error of estimate. 

Stepwise MLR has the largest average F-value. 

Confidence Intervals 

There is very little difference in the results for the 

confidence interval evaluations between the results for the simple 

response model at Riverside and San Diego. Once again the values for the 

peR method being substantially smaller than the theoretical values and 

the values for the other regression methods. 

Riverside (small multicoll inearity), Complex response model 

MSE and Bias 

The complex response model, with its majority (26) of non-zero 

input coefficients, is probably more biologically real iStic than its 

simple counterpart because it shows some effect of variables around the 
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year. This is because a variety of cl imatic conditions in a variety of 

months usually affect ring width development (Fritts, 1976). The 

stepwise regression methods are at a disadvantage when they were appl ied 

to the simple model unless they are allowed, or forced, to enter 26 

variables. Without such forcing there is a high 1 ikelyhood that many of 

the small coefficients will be given zero vajues. These would 

contribute to errors in the analyses. 

The two RR methods <Table 19) have the smallest average mean 

square error values of the five regression methods being investigated, 

indicating that the RR methods seem to come closest to the target 

weights as they did for the simple model. The relative efficiency of 

the MSE statistic shows that the full RR is more than three times 

(3.2957) better at estimating regression coefficients than full MLR. On 

the other end of the spectrum the regression coefficients from PCR are 

only 1.2956 times better than the full MLR coefficients. 

The bias in the average (of 190 simulations) coefficents is 

smallest for the full MLR method with an average departure, from the 

expected value, of 9.9127 units. PCR has the next smallest bias with 

average departures of 9.9396 units followed be stepwise MLR <9.0394), 

full RR (9.9476) and step RR <0.9710). 

A demonstration of the differences in MSE and bias between the 

three full techniques can be seen in Figures 5 to 7 and Tables 10 to 23. 

These figures are plots of the mean, standard deviation and range of the 

loe simulated values for each variable. 

Full MLR. The results for full MLR (Figure 5, Table 11 and 
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Table 19. Summary results for lee simulated series 
analysed via five different regression methods. 

RIVERSIDE 

ME~~ SQUARED ERROR 
Average 
Minimum 
Max imum 
Std. Dev. 

Relative Efficiency 

BIAS 
Total Absolute difference 

Average Absolute difference 
MSE of average coefficients 

BINOMIAL 
Number of regressions 
siQnificantly better than 
MLR coefficients (from 199) 

Number of coefficients 
siQnificantly better than 
t1LR values (from 31D 

Tota I number of 
coefficients better than 
MLR values (from 3999) 

Complex model 

! Full ! Full! ! Step ! Step 
! MLR ! Ridge ! PCR ! MLR ! Ridge 

9.9399 
9.9172 
9.9658 
9.9195 
1.913139 

9.9124 
13.9972 
13.9189 
9.9925 
3.2157 

e.93B8 
ILB136 
9.9681 
9.9111 
1.2956 

9.9284 
9.9146 
9.9532 
9.9986 
1.4945 

9.9166 
9.9191 
9.9262 
9.9933 
2.4949 

9.38141.428913.91681.18192.1393 
9.9127 9.9476 9.9396 9.9394 9.9719 
9.9993 9.9943 9.9916 9.9925 9.9989 

9 99 16 26 45 

9 25 14 12 18 

13 22913 1692 17413 1925 

REGRESSION STATISTICS 
Proportion of variance explained 

Mean 9.7795 9.5622 
9.9396 

9.6662 e.66B7 9.4516 
9.9534 9.96513 9.9467 S.D. 9.94513 

Multiple Correlation 
Mean 9.8825 0.7493 

9.9269 
13.8156 9.8118 9.6712 
9.9339 9.9494 9.13348 S.D. 9.9256 

# steps in regression 
t1ean 
S.D. 

F value for reQression 
Mean -
S.D. 

Std. Error of estimate 
t1ean 
S.D. 

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
Percentage of times ACTUAL 
coefficient falls within 2 

1 
S.D. 
S.D. 

C.I containing 9.13 2 S.D. 
1 S.D. 

Ratio of Std Error of 
individual vs. S.Dev of B 

313 39 IB.29 8.52 6.99 
9 9 1 .85 1 .88 1 .24 

3.356 2.474 9.719 11.855 9.746 
9.995 9.396 2.565 2.961 2.9139 

9.9916 9.9667 9.9295 9.9183 9.9136 
9.9873 13.9412 9.136713 13.9687 9.13418 

93.9/: 
66.3/: 

85.4/: 
55.6t: 

9.9724 

96.8% 64.7~~ 31.2~~ 
73.8% 34 .7/: 29 . 1 ~~ 

89.9% 53.7/. 76 .5~~ 
6t.5X 28.1/: 71.8/: 

1.3618 9.4832 13.8696 

32.8/: 
23. 8;~ 

8t.lt: 
76. 7;~ 

1 .4411 



Figu~e 5. Rive~side Complex full MLR Summary Results. 

The average of 100 regression simulations. The open square 
denotes the input target weight used to generate the simulated 
data. The circles represent the averages of the laa regression 
results. The sol id bar delimits a one standard deviation region 
on either side of the mean. The broKen line represents the range 
of values produced for the particular variable from the 100 
simulations. 
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Table 11. Riverside Multiple Linear Regression Comp 1 ex Mode 1 

EVALUATI ON OF REGRESS I ON WE I GHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR 199 REGRESSIONS. 

Variable Target Mean Minimum Maximum S.D. 
of Mean 

TEMPERATURE 
PI" or Jun 9.90 .99886 -.50829 .42979 .18482 
PI" or Jul 2 -.95 -.96896 -.58839 .49479 .19399 
PI" or Aug 3 9.20 .19917 -.43379 .69429 .22324 
PI" or Sep 4 9.90 -.91987 -.65919 .45280 .18615 
PI" or Oct 5 -.20 - .19832 -.726913 .296613 .21097 
PI" or Nov 6 - .10 -.99246 -.574113 .25929 .16697 
PI" or Dec 7 0.90 .99938 -.45610 .44190 .18686 

Jan 8 -.29 - .16869 -.63779 .34719 .19764 
Feb 9 -.19 -.11523 -.60859 .24520 .19169 
t1ar 19 - .15 -.15176 -.66329 .43869 .25856 
Apr 11 -.05 -.98991 -.57899 .34349 .29379 
May 12 -.95 -.04481 -.58929 .59999 .233136 
Jun 13 - .19 -.96949 -.69449 .493213 .261343 
Jul 14 -.213 -.22337 -.716413 .180413 .19543 
Aug 15 9.139 .1302913 -.46960 .62799 .19855 

PRECI PITATI ON 
PI" or Jun 16 9.19 .99990 -.46810 .717113 .19822 
PI" or Jul 17 13.59 .49945 .1389113 .889913 .19432 
PI" or Aug 18 -.95 -.96922 -.46710 .375413 .17946 
PI" or Sep 19 -.29 -.20899 -.679913 .139013 .16722 
PI" or Oct 213 9.413 .40999 -.117113 .876139 .18902 
PI" or Nov 21 13.213 .29575 -.245113 .690813 .19275 
Prior Dec 22 9.15 .13938 -.32899 .634913 .19384 

Jan 23 13 .15 .17396 -.33359 .698513 .21313 
Feb 24 - .19 -.09296 -.55959 .41790 .18593 
Mar 25 9.113 .96873 -.46349 .59289 .17167 
Apr 26 -.95 -.97805 -.55910 .36430 .19433 
t1ay 27 9.19 .97858 -.39189 .46969 .29764 
Jun 28 -.113 -.99914 -.57959 .431339 .19693 
Jul 29 -.29 - .19692 -.78749 .27239 .29499 
Aug 30 - .10 -.68698 -.513989 .32940 .18966 
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Table 12. Riverside Multiple Linear Regression Complex Model 

EVALUATION OF STANDARD ERRORS OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR lee REGRESSIONS. 

Variable Mean Minimum Maximum S.D. 
of Mean 

TEMPERATURE 
PI' i or Jun 1 .18388 .13968 .22458 .01618 
Prior Jul 2 .18255 .13867 .22295 .01697 
Prior Aug 3 .225813 .17153 .27578 .31986 
Prior Sep 4 .19667 .149413 .24929 .1317313 
PI' i or Oct 5 .19092 .14434 .23208 .01671 
Prior Nov 6 .16659 .12655 .20346 .e1465 
Prior Dec 7 .23921 .15892 .25552 .01841 

Jan 8 .18991 .14358 .231385 .01663 
Feb 9 .18529 .14975 .22639 .91631 
Mar Ie .241136 .18312 .29442 .02122 
Apr 11 .17746 .13480 .21674 .01562 
t1ay 12 .22727 .17264 .27758 .02000 
Jun 13 .23034 .17497 .28132 .02028 
Jul 14 .20799 .15800 .254133 .018313 
Aug 15 .18683 .141913 .22815 .01645 

PRECIPITATI ON 
Prior- Jun 16 .18961 .144133 .23158 .01668 
PI' i or Ju 1 17 .18471 .141331 .22560 .91625 
Prior Aug 18 .17422 .13234 .21278 .01533 
Prior Sep 19 .16826 .12781 .213550 .01480 
Prior Oct 213 .18855 .14323 .231328 .131659 
Prior Nov 21 .19632 .14913 .23977 .131728 
Prior Dec 22 .18124 .13767 .22135 .91595 

Jan 23 .2131321 .152139 .24453 .91762 
Feb 24 .180913 .13742 .221394 .131592 
Mar 25 .1813 11 .13682 .21998 .131586 
Apr 26 .19682 .14951 .241339 .131731 
t1ay 27 .18482 .141339 .22573 .131627 
Jun 28 .19337 .14689 .23618 .1317131 
Jul 29 .19348 .14697 .23630 .1317132 
Aug 313 .17517 .13307 .21394 .131542 
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12) show how close the mean of the simulations comes to the actual 

target weight (i.e. reflected in the very small value for bias). The 

one standard deviation bar about the mean is an indication of the degree 

of variabi1 ity in the individual estimates that comprise the mean. The 

size of this standard deviation bar should be reflective of the sizes of 

the confidence intervals placed about the individual estimates. For 

these full MLR results the one standard deviation bars cover a range of 

approximately 9.48 units. Of the 39 variables in the analysis only 5 

have standard error bars that do not include the value 8.B within their 

range. The interpretation of this would be that within the individual 

simulations there are probably only 5 variables that are consistentlY 

classified as being significantly different from zero. The maximum and 

minimum values are another indication of the degree of variabil ity 

encountered within the lee simulations. The total range for the 

estimates from MLR is almost 1.6B units from +9.e9 to -0.a9. There is 

very close agreement between the measured variabil ity of the individual 

regression variables (Table 11) and the computed average standard error 

of the same variables <Table 12). 

peR. The summary results for peR <Figure 6, Tables 13 and 

14) are very similar to those for full MLR. The mean estimated weights 

are sl ightly further from the Known target weight, as has already been 

noted in Table 1130 The standard deviation bars are sl ightly smaller than 

those for full MLR as was indicated by the MSE relative efficency ~alue 

of 1.29. As with full MLR the mean weights are consistently close enough 

to the Known weights that all 39 target weights are encompassed by the 



Figure 6. Riverside Complex PCR Summary Results. 

The average of lee regression simulations. The open square 
denotes the input target weight used to generate the simulated 
data. The circles represent the averages of the 199 regression 
results. The solid bar del imits a one standard deviation region 
on either side of the mean. The broken 1 ine represents the range 
of values produced for the particular variable from the lee 
simulations. 
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Table 13. Riverside Principal Components Regression Comp 1 ex Mode 1 

EVALUATION OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR 11313 REGRESSIONS. 

Variable Targe t Mean Minimum Maximum S.D. 
of Mean 

TEMPERATURE 
Prior Jun 1 9.139 -.131991 -.39919 .36799 .15758 
Pr or Jul 2 -.95 -.939913 -.55279 .37900 .17185 
Pr or Aug 3 9.29 .19438 -.29519 .599913 .18599 
Pr or Sep 4 9.99 -.139349 -.4813613 .54799 .16469 
Pr or Oct 5 -.29 - .14524 -.47419 .348713 .17888 
Pr or Nov 6 -.19 -.139493 -.469613 .188113 .14535 
Pr or Dec 7 9.139 -.133441 -.525413 .36279 .15726 

Jan 8 -.29 -.16435 -.65529 .251613 .15923 
Feb 9 -.19 -.98699 -.57259 .32679 .16763 
Mar 19 - .15 -.12724 -.58379 .269139 .19632 
Apr 11 -.95 -.971387 -.49979 .22479 .15939 
t1ay 12 -.135 -.91977 -.516713 .613939 .19512 
Jun 13 - .113 -.138491 -.73879 .37919 .29299 
Jul 14 -.29 -.21437 -.643113 .19569 .16125 
Aug 15 9.913 -.92269 -.49299 .425413 .18172 

PRECI PITATI ON 
Pr i or· Jun 16 13.19 .19736 -.25279 .62999 .15878 
Prior Jul 17 13.513 .49701 -.113613 .798413 .173313 
Prior Aug 18 -.95 -.1391337 -.596613 .391613 .18139 
Pr i or· Sep 19 -.213 -.17715 -.626513 .173513 .145136 
Pr i or Oc t 29 9.49 .32711 -.11449 .73829 .15463 
Pr i or Nov 21 9.29 .18954 -.265413 .572713 .17164 
Prior Dec 22 9.15 .15143 - .18699 .65859 .16362 

Jan 23 13.15 .98327 -.36159 .48989 .19279 
Feb 24 -.19 -.94348 - .551369 .31629 .18292 
Mar 25 13.19 .138485 -.34569 .48799 .17894 
Apr 26 -.95 -.1341371 -.41279 .39989 .17467 
t1ay 27 13019 .139438 -.55699 .53949 .179213 
Jun 28 -.113 -.95688 -.599913 .27999 .16119 
Jul 29 -.29 -.16976 -.7513913 .323513 .185137 
Aug 39 -.19 -.136794 -.45669 .415113 .151386 
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Table 14. Riverside Principal Components Regression Complex Mode 1 

EVALUATION OF STANDARD ERRORS OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR le9 REGRESS I ONS. 

Variable.> Mean Minimum t1aximuITI S.D. of Mean 
TEMPERATURE 
Prior Jun 1 .16129 .98839 .27116 .04374 
Prior Jul 2 .17937 .98915 .28487 .95164 
Prior Aug 3 .18776 .97152 .33299 .06134 
Prior Sep 4 .157133 .94453 .31142 .95390 
Prior Oct 5 .14837 .94766 .25260 .94421 
Prior Nov 6 .14182 .06996 .24175 .134939 
Prior Dec 7 .16124 .961393 .39151 .95299 

Jan 8 .151366 .96969 .24898 .03896 
Feb 9 .16291 .9613134 .25524 .133917 
t1ar 19 .17461 .95899 .35529 .08524 
Apr 11 .16156 .97754 .29768 .134998 
May 12 .16993 .95537 .35157 .97912 
Jun 13 .17869 .98124 .37529 .1374135 
Jul 14 .16987 .97245 .281341 .04347 
Aug 15 .17485 .99713 .26296 .133474 

PRECI PITATI ON 
Pr i or' Jun 16 .151386 .07357 .277113 .134435 
Prior Jul 17 .18442 .12151 .27432 .133821 
Prior Aug 18 .16983 .113486 .24271 .133124 
Prior Se.>p 19 .14731 .96137 .23129 .934138 
Prior Oct 213 .16996 .99342 .28966 .944135 
Pr i or Nov 21 .18119 .113332 .34692 .955136 
Prior De-c 22 .157413 .1370413 .22751 .133553 

~Tan 23 .16440 .134596 .313536 .06119 
Feb 24 .17072 .139957 .25915 .133965 
Mar 25 .17767 .113514 .28360 .03459 
Apr 26 .16583 .96721 .28868 .04436 
t1ay 27 .15357 .97137 .26814 .04440 
Jun 28 .15832 .05615 .39349 .05826 
Jul 29 .17231 .97392 .28789 .94794 
Aug 30 .15322 .983133 .23478 .93845 



one standard deviation bars. Of the 39 variables, seven have standard 

deviation bars that do not include B.B within their ranges. This is 

sl ightly better than for full MLR. The range of values encountered in 

the lBB simulations is still large at about 1.6 units from +9.89 to 

-9.SB. 

Full RR. A strikingly different set of results is noted for 

75 

full RR (Figure 7, Tables 15 and 16). In these results there is an 

obvious bias of the mean weights away from the Known values, so much so 

that the target weight does not fall within the standard deviation bar 

for 5 of the variables. The variabil ity in results from one simulation 

to the next has changed SUbstantially from full MLR and peR. This is 

reflected with a reduction in the magnitude of the standard deviation 

bar down to a value of about 9.29 units. The overall range of estimates 

is about B.9 units, +9.5 to -e.4. The count of the number of standard 

deviation bars that do not include zero has increased to lB. The effect 

of the biased regression method can be seen in the difference between 

the measured variabil ity of the computed regression coefficients (Table 

15) and the mean standard error of the same regression coefficients 

(Table 16). It can be seen that the estimated standard errors for the 

regression coeffients is larger than the actual variabil ity measured in 

the simulations. 

Binomial 

The consequences of the increased complexity of the input model 

is evident in the binomial analysis results (Table 19). When there were 



Figure 7. Riverside Complex full RR Summary Results. 

The average of 10e regression simulations. The open square 
denotes the input target weight used to generate the simulated 
data. The circles represent the averages of the 100 regression 
results. The solid bar delimits a one standard deviation region 
on either side of the mean. The broKen line represents the range 
of values produced for the particular variable from the 1ge 
simulations. 
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Tabl e 15. Riverside Ridge Regression Complex Model 

EVALUATION OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR 190 REGRESSIONS. 

Variable Target Mean Mi n imum Maximum S.D. 
of Mean 

TEMPERATURE 
Prior Jun 1 3.00 -.01629 -.24710 .21313 .98974 
Pr or Jul 2 -.05 -.91785 -.29833 .26263 .13146 
Pr or Aug 3 3.20 .03633 -.18389 .23130 .08453 
Pr or Sep 4 3.00 -.80246 -.32428 .16313 .08715 
Pr or· Dc t 5 -.20 -.16013 -.39430 .85979 .09559 
Pr or Nov 6 -.18 -.98748 -.35280 .128138 .89283 
Pr or Dec 7 13.313 -.133123 -.24310 .12458 .08144 

Jan 8 -.28 -.16491 -.40760 .87090 .09769 
Feb 9 -.10 -.89171 -.37198 .143913 .99575 
t1ar 10 - .15 -.11535 -.31198 .09558 .09379 
Apr 11 -.05 -.37186 -.31828 .14268 .09979 
t1ay 12 -.35 -.06598 -.26188 .15388 .08563 
Jun 13 - .18 -.02578 -.26850 .19230 .139597 
Jul 14 -.20 - .16272 -.38238 .92298 .137961 
Aug 15 13.1313 .82203 -.198313 .288613 .09284 

PRECIPITATION 
Prior Jun 16 13 .18 .86721 -.17510 .32570 .139265 
Pr i or Ju I 17 0.58 .32137 .8921313 .4913213 .1388913 
Prior Aug 18 -.85 - .86977 -.27828 .19758 .08798 
Prior Sep 19 -.28 - .14660 -.37699 .936313 .138649 
Pro i or Oc t 29 8.48 .26771 .3138513 .5137213 .138641 
Prior Nov 21 9.28 .12986 -.34938 .34198 .87886 
Prior Dec 22 13.15 .13966 -.94249 .39368 .89362 

Jan 23 9.15 .88381 -.151328 .29698 .09740 
Feb 24 - .18 -.38651 -.282813 .25453 .139374 
t1ar 25 0.13 .34677 -.20359 .291393 .98689 
Apr 26 -.05 -.94754 -.263413 .13789 .138593 
May 27 0.19 .98048 - .184213 .26350 .09692 
Jun 28 -.10 -.37746 -.22570 .14510 .08347 
Jul 29 -.20 -.89884 -.36270 .15110 .e9238 
Aug 38 -.10 -.37398 -.30220 .16950 .89694 
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Table 16. Riverside Ridge Regression Complex Model 

EVALUATION OF STANDARD ERRORS OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR lee REGRESSIONS. 

IJar i ab1 e Mean Minimum Maximum S.D. 
of Mean 

TEMPERATURE 
PI' or Jun 1 .123813 .11328 .13524 .99527 
PI' or Ju1 2 .12317 .11271 .13456 .139524 
PI' or Aug 3 .13919 .119135 .14212 .99554 
PI' or Sep 4 .12215 .11177 .13344 .99529 
Pr- or- Oct 5 .12299 .11172 .13338 .99529 
PI' or Nov 6 .11895 .19892 .12896 .99593 
Prior Dec 7 .12723 .11642 .13899 .99541 

Jan 8 .12461 .11492 .13613 .90531 
Feb 9 .12235 .11196 .13366 .913521 
Mar 19 .13428 .12287 .14669 .1313572 
Apr 11 .12968 .11942 .13183 .913513 
May 12 .131373 .11962 .14281 .1313557 
Jun 13 .13187 .12967 .144136 .913561 
Ju1 14 .12742 .11659 .13919 .139543 
Aug 15 .12145 .11113 .13267 .139517 

PRECI PITATI ON 
PI' i or' Jun 16 .122133 .11167 .13331 .9135213 
Prior Jul 17 .11769 .19761 .12847 .1313591 
Prior Aug 18 .11789 .19787 .12879 .1395132 
Prior Sep 19 .11621 .19634 .12696 .99495 
Prior Oct 29 .12159 .11118 .13273 .139517 
PI' i or- No\) 21 .12158 .11125 .13282 .1313517 
Pr-ior Dec 22 .12387 .11969 .132134 .1313515 

Jan 23 .12424 .11368 .13572 .1313529 
Feb 24 .11962 .19946 .13968 .90509 
Mar 25 .11939 .19917 .13933 .99597 
Apr 26 .12225 .11186 .13355 .9952e 
May 27 .12932 .11919 .13144 .09513 
Jun 28 .12957 .11 932 .13171 .913514 
Ju1 29 .11992 .19973 .13199 .90519 
Aug 313 .11762 .19763 .12849 .69500 
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few non-zero coefficients in the input model it was very possible for 

the stepwise methods to obtain a well estimated weight for the variables 

in regression and subsequently leave zero values 'by default~ on the 

remaining variables not entered into regression. However, in the more 

complex situation the default zero value for variables not entering into 

the stepwise regression are not all correct. The consequence of this is 

a reduction from 100 in the number of regressions that were better than 

full MLR to 26 (for stepwise MLR) and from 100 to 45 (for stepwise RR). 

The regression results from the PCR method are classed as significantly 

better than full MLR in 16 out of the leO cases (Table 10). 

Regression Statistics 

The regression statistics are very similar to those obtained for 

the simple model, with full MLR performing best in terms of proportion 

of variance explained and multiple correlation. The proportion of 

variance explained, from 9.45 to 9.78, by all of the methods is 

consistent with the average value (0.60) noted to occur in western North 

America (Fritts, 1974; Fritts and Shatz, 1975). This similarit>' 

indicates that the simultated data are reasonable mimics of real data 

from western North America. 

Confidence Intervals 

The tall ies used to analyse the confidence interval reflects the 

effect of the complex model on the qual ity of the stepwise method 

regression coefficient estimates. For the stepwise regression method 

less than 331. of the 2 standard deviation (95~~) confidence intervals and 
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less than 25% of the 1 standard deviation (66X) confidence intervals 

contain the target coefficients <Table 19). For the remaining three 

methods the confidence interval results are almost identical to those 

for the simple model, with the PCR results being underestimated and the 

full MLR and full RR close to the expected values. 

In the complex model only 4 of the 39 target values of the 

regression coefficients are zero, thus only 13X of the regression 

estimators should include zero. If one allows for a small bias of 0.e9 

units to occur on each regression coefficient the count should rise to 

no more than 9, or 3e%. The results for the complex response model 

differ from those for the simple response model in that 53.7X of the 

confidence intervals for the PCR method include zero. The other four 

methods have values ranging from 76.5% to 89.9X which are well above the 

optimum 39% level. Even when the shorter 66.6% (1 S.D.) confidence 

intervals are analysed the only method with confidence intervals close 

to this expected results is that of peR, with the remaining results now 

ranging from 55.6~1. to 76.7~~. 

San Diego (larger multicollinearity), Complex response model 

The simulated data produced by applying the complex model 

(Figure 3) to the San Diego data and subsequently adding the error terms 

is discussed in this section (Table 17). 

t1SE and Bias 

The small MSE statistic of two ridge procedures indicate that 

their estimates are consistently closest to the target values. The 
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Table 17. Summary results for 190 simulated series 
analysed via five different regression methods. 

SAN DIEGO 

MEAN SQUARED ERROR 
Average 
Minimum 
Maximum 
Std. Dev. 

Relative Efficiency 

BIAS 
Total Absolute difference 

Average Absolute difference 
MSE of average coefficients 

BINOMIAL 
Number of regressions 
si~nificantlY better than 
ML coefficients (from 199) 

Number of coefficients 
si2nificantlY better than 
ML values (from 3(3) 

Total number of 
coefficients better than 
MLR values (from 39(39) 

REGRESSION STATISTICS 
Proportion of variance explained 

Mean 
S.D. 

Multiple Correlation 
Mean 
S.D. 

** 
steps in regression 

Mean 
S.D. 

F value for regression 
Mean 
S.D. 

Std. Error of estimate 
Mean 
S.D. 

CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
Percentage of times ACTUAL 
coefficient falls within 2 S.D. 

1 S.D. 

C.I containing 9.0 2 S.D. 
1 S.D. 

Ratio of Std Error of 
i nd i v i dual vs. S.Dev of B 

Comp 1 ex mode 1 

! Fu 11 ! Fu 11 
! MLR ! Ridge! PCR 

! Step ! Step 
! MLR ! Ri dge 

9.9591 
9.9231 
9.1323 
9.9297 
1 .9ge9 

9.9129 l).e498 
9.9954 e.9139 
9.92113 0.1216 
9.9926 0.0216 
4.5718 1.4474 

9.9319 
9.9159 
9.9623 
9.91132 
1 .8519 

9.3972 1.6529 1.2756 1.5B93 
9.9132 9.9551 9.9425 9.13539 
9.9993 9.9947 9.9925 9.9939 

9 913 21 31 

9 26 13 13 

13 2269 1736 1894 

9.7787 9.5641 1306639 9.6488 
13.9426 9.9429 1309515 9.9641 

13.8821 9.7595 9.8136 13.8945 
9.9242 9.132813 9.13317 9.9492 

39 313 9.93 7.93 
9 9 1.86 1.B3 

3.349 2.591 11 .138 12.226 
9.942 9.442 2.994 2.822 

9.9954 13.9657 9.9240 9.9306 
9.9998 9.9466 9.9656 9.13717 

93. 9;~ 97.4/0 59.7/0 29.3/0 
67. 7;~ 74.6/0 31 .7/0 19.8/0 

86.6/0 91.9/0 51.3/0 78.4/0 
57.1/0 65.1/0 26.1/0 74.9/0 

9.9953 1.4436 0.4559 9.9136 

9.9187 
9.9192 
9.9396 
9.9043 
3.1532 

2.3923 
0.0797 
9.91397 

58 

29 

1953 

9.4559 
9.9489 

9.6743 
13.9363 

6.51 
1.18 

19.751 
2.243 

9.9983 
9.9447 

29.9/0 
21 .5/0 

82.6/0 
78. 3;~ 

1.4745 
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relative efficiency value of 4.5718 for the full RR is the largest of 

any of the data sets analysed in this research. This measure reflects 

the greater preCision of the ridge method over the full MLR used for 

comparison. The full ridge regression always has the greatest relative 

efficiency no matter whether the model is simple or complex; col inear or 

not. The only other regression method to show such an increase in 

efficiency is peR with an increase from 1.2336 to 1.4474. Both stepwise 

analysis methods show a decrease in efficiency perhaps reflecting the 

detrimental effects of the increase in complexity of the input model on 

the stepwise approach to the problem. 

The amount of bias in the results of full MLR and full RR 

changed very 1 ittle with the increased model complexity, while the othH' 

three methods increased substantiallY. The computational method for 

ridge regression tends to force the coefficients to be closer to zero 

than they would be if calculated via unbiased full MLR. Thus the bias is 

primarily in that direction and the coefficients can be thought of as 

conservative estimators of the target values. 

Full MLR. The results for the full MLR analysis of the San 

Diego data are presented in Figure 8 and Tables 18 and 19. As with the 

Riverside data, the mean simulated values are very close to the target 

values. The one standard deviation bars about the means are larger than 

those calculated for the Riverside data with a range of some e.7 units. 

The mean values however are very close to the targets as would be 

expected with the unbiased MLR technique. The overall range of values 

encountered in the lee simUlations are the largest observed for any of 



Figure 8. San Diego Complex full MLR Summary Results. 

The average of lee regression simulations. The open square 
denotes the input target weight used to generate the simulated 
data. The circles represent the averages of the 109 regression 
results. The solid bar delimits a one standard deviation region 
on either side of the mean. The broKen line represents the range 
of values produced for the particular variable from the lBB 
simUlations. 
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Table 18. San Diego Multiple Linear Regression Complex Model 

EVALUATION OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR 199 REGRESS I ONS. 

Variable Target Mean Mi n imum Maximum S.D. 
of Mean 

TEt1PERATURE 
Prior Jun 1 13.99 .1323413 -.66119 .67829 .27719 
Pr i or Jul 2 -.95 -.136850 -.76579 .64280 .30497 
Prior Aug 3 0.29 .21226 -.55839 1.94149 .35469 
Prior Sep 4 13.130 -.131873 -.78629 .62760 .27434 
Pr i or Oct 5 -.213 - .19779 -.86529 .46490 .27380 
Pr i or Nov 6 -.10 -.137193 -.68820 .41730 .21101 
Pr i or Dec 7 13.130 -.131648 -.65430 .39320 .19944 

Jan 8 -.20 -.18910 -.72679 .29830 .22114 
Feb 9 -.19 -.138645 -.89539 .613480 .27924 
Mar 19 -.15 - .15942 -.77990 .57830 .29226 
Apr 11 -.135 -.135498 -.69900 .62539 .23898 
t1ay 12 -.135 - .97899 -.88710 .76259 .34637 
Jun 13 -.19 -.135682 -.83560 .74989 .34988 
Jul 14 -.20 -.21679 -.86589 .59139 .26798 
Aug 15 9.1313 .1313224 -.65499 .613729 .263134 

PRECI PITATI ON 
Pr·or Jun 16 9 . .1 9 .19476 -.35679 .616413 .19702 
Pr or· Jul 17 9.50 .49954 .936613 .845913 .15996 
Pr or Aug 18 -.95 - .1351309 -.57379 .44859 .18964 
Pr or Sep 19 -.213 - .19725 -.793613 .168313 .18377 
Pr or Oct 29 9.413 .38631 -.12149 .84569 .20381 
Pr or Nov 21 9.213 .19142 -.21329 .654713 .17382 
Pr or Dec 22 9.15 .16334 -.29149 .66229 .21323 

Jan 23 9.15 .149813 -.36659 .57229 .199138 
Feb 24 -.19 - .139835 -.58859 .44179 .17153 
t1ar· 25 9.113 .97981 -.576813 .65710 .23859 
Apr 26 -.95 -.135128 -.52219 .43640 .22394 
t1ay 27 9.113 .96161 -.69769 .669613 .25725 
Jun 28 -.19 -.11748 -.59940 .22210 .18283 
Jul 29 -.29 -.22420 -.59730 .17339 .16829 
Aug 39 -.19 -.99948 -.66179 .38910 .21625 
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Table 19. San Diego Multiple Linear Regression Complex Model 

EVALUATION OF STANDARD ERRORS OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR 1139 REGRESSIONS. 

Variable Mean Min imum Maximum S.D. 
of tiean 

TEMPERATURE 
Prior Jun 1 .24846 .18835 .29718 .92268 
Prior Jul 2 .28642 .21713 .34258 .02615 
Prior Aug 3 .33655 .25513 .40254 .93973 
Prior Sep 4 .27664 .213926 .33016 .02519 
Prior Oct 5 .27154 .20584 .32477 .92477 
Prior Nov 6 .19685 .14923 .23545 .91797 
Prior Dec 7 .21261 .16118 .25439 .91941 

Jan 8 .21417 .16236 .25616 .91954 
Feb 9 .27212 .213629 .32548 .92484 
tiar 10 .291328 .221395 .34719 .132649 
Apr 11 .23162 .17559 .277133 .92113 
May 12 .32848 .24901 .39288 .92998 
Jun 13 .32333 .24511 .38672 .92951 
Jul 14 .27943 .2135139 .32345 .92467 
Aug 15 .24617 .18662 .29444 .92246 

PRECI PITATI ON 
Prior Jun 16 .18691 • 14169 .22356 .91795 
Prior Jul 17 .17568 .13318 .21912 .91693 
Pro i or Aug 18 .20189 .15305 .24147 .131842 
Prior Sep 19 .19386 .14696 .23187 .131769 
PI' i or oct 213 .20941 .15875 .25047 .131912 
Pro i or Not) 21 .19148 .14516 .229132 .131747 
Prior Dec 22 .20713 .15792 .24774 .61896 

Jan 23 .18274 .13853 .21856 .131668 
Feb 24 .16467 .12483 .19695 .615132 
t1ar 25 .26153 .19826 .31288 .132387 
Apr 26 .218313 .16549 .261113 .131992 
May 27 .241813 .18331 .28921 .1322137 
Jun 28 .19556 .14825 .233913 .131784 
Jul 29 .18236 .13825 .21812 .131665 
Aug 313 .21575 .16355 .25895 .131969 
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the methods under consideration encompasing some 1.9 units from +1.0 to 

-9.9. 

peR. The summary results for the San Diego peR simulations 

are presented in Figure 9 and Tables 29 and 21. The mean values are 

close t~ the target weights, but not as close as those observed for full 

MLR. This difference was described mathematically in Table 17 as the 

average absolute difference (bias) value of 9.9425. The one standard 

deviation bars about the mean are fairly large with some as large as 9.6 

units. The mean values for this technique are close to the target 

values indicating I ittle or no bias in the results. The total range of 

values observed in the 100 simulations is approximatelY 1.7 units from 

+0.9 to -0.8 units. 

Full RR. As was found with the Riverside data the mean of 

the 100 simulations is not a good estimator of the target coefficient 

(Figure 10, Tables 22 and 23). Three of the mean values are far enough 

away from the target values <variables 3, 17, and 20) that the one 

standard deviation bar does not include the target. The standard 

deviation bars about the mean have a range of some 9.2 units which is 

on I y one th i rd the size of those compu ted for the other h~o regrt>ss ion 

techniques. These standard deviation bars also include less zero values 

(a total of 18). This indicates that 12 of the variables are 

consistentlY flagged as being significantly different from zero 

throughout most of the simUlations. The range of the estimatt>d 

regression coefficients is about 1.0 units from 8.6 to -0.4, this 



Figure 9. San Diego Complex PCR Summary Results. 

The average oi 199 regression simulations. The open square 
denotes the input target weight used to generate the simulated 
data. The circles represent the averages of the 199 regression 
results. The solid bar deJimits a one standard deviation region 
on either side of the mean. The broken 1 ine represents the range 
of values produced for the particular variable from the 1ge 
simulations. 
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Table 29. San Diego Principal Components Regression Comp 1 ex Mode I 

EVALUATION OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR lee REGRESSIONS. 

Variable Target Mean Minimum Maximum S.D. 
of Mean 

TEt1PERATURE 
Prior Jun 1 13.913 .131922 -.38699 .46469 .19642 
Pr i or Ju I 2 -.95 -.91349 -.654813 .43349 .23527 
Prior Aug 3 13.213 .139844 -.64999 .883213 .29684 
Prior Sep 4 0.139 -.93113 -.57958 .438813 .219n 
Pr i or Dc t 5 -.20 - .17327 -.669213 .31549 .221359 
Pr i or Nov 6 - .10 -.1341326 -.696113 .456313 .17294 
Prior Dec 7 13.913 -.136332 -.42889 .49279 .17347 

Jan 8 -.213 - .16969 -.646313 .1899B .17149 
Feb 9 -.19 -.12874 -.814413 .38189 .21747 
t1ar 19 - .15 - .18576 -.662113 .4493B .23253 
Apr 11 -.95 -.131428 -.524413 .46879 .197'913 
t1ay 12 -.135 -.137534 -.692313 .561389 .24547 
Jun 13 -.19 -.1311377 -.53131313 .81489 .27217 
Jul 14 -.213 - .16237 -.81313413 .4391313 .21488 
Aug 15 13.1313 -.13136313 -.738113 .538513 .21446 

PRECIPITATION 
Pr i or' "Tun 16 e .19 .14477 -.26129 .65939 .17643 
Prior Jul 17 9.513 .44898 .1384713 .785913 .14391 
Prior Aug 18 -.135 -.92895 -.37169 .56429 .15143 
Pr i or' Sep 19 -.213 - .16358 -.646213 .331513 .17414 
Prior Oct 213 9.413 .33435 .1316413 .671813 .15999 
Pr i or' Nov 21 9.213 • U~7713 -.2681313 .499913 .15182 
Pr i or Dec 22 13 .15 .14277 -.21341313 .722913 .17875 

Jan 23 13 .15 .1137136 -.3313413 .48310 .17087 
Feb 24 - .113 -.139843 -.455513 .1521313 .14381 
t1ar 25 8.113 .135446 -.644413 .692113 .291339 
Apr 26 -.135 -.134295 -.489913 .37449 .18199 
t1ay 27 9.19 .132646 -.46639 .521713 .19634 
Jun 28 -.19 -.133528 -.522213 .341349 .161324 
Jul 29 -.29 - .13423 -.436913 .29449 .14978 
Aug 39 -.113 -.137394 -.567113 .394713 .19357 
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Table 21. San Diego Principal Components Regression Comp 1 ex Mode 1 

EVALUATION OF STANDARD ERRORS OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR 1139 REGRESSIONS. 

Variable Mean t1 in i mum Maximum S.D. 
of t1ean 

TEMPERATURE 
Prior Jun 1 .15774 .9413138 .35238 .138471 
Prior Jul 2 .19359 .94952 .44423 .99155 
Prior Aug 3 .29246 .93814 .61983 .16945 
Prior Sep 4 .19117 .94825 .36932 .98399 
Prior Oct 5 .18185 .94785 .33537 .1374913 
Pri or Nov 6 .15169 .e4729 .27731 .95885 
Prior Dec 7 .16178 .95388 .27913 .135756 

Jan 8 .161137 .93748 .32369 .96267 
Feb 9 .18438 .985137 .413348 .138527 
Mar 19 .19681 .971398 .46659 .99397 
Apr 11 .17625 .97158 .331325 .136734 
May 12 .188413 .938713 .58687 .14615 
Jun 13 .2138134 .136352 .57723 .13531 
Jul 14 .18565 .95245 .34321 .97375 
Aug 15 .16588 .95345 .41155 .139689 

PRECI PITATl ON 
Prior Jun 16 .16913 1 .99589 .24735 .133164 
PI' i or Ju 1 17 • 19318 .14435 .273113 .02822 
Prior Aug 18 .15524 .93663 .29811 .135844 
PI' i or Sep 19 .17411 .135336 .27413 .134399 
Pro i or oct 213 .19489 .13998 .29226 .133551 
PI' i or Nov 21 .15136 .95586 .24669 .1338913 
PI' i or Dec 22 .16288 .94144 .28465 .951359 

Jan 23 .15976 .95378 .251132 .133879 
Feb 24 .13742 .98179 .213512 .1331348 
Mar 25 .17842 .9641313 .47839 .113547 
Apr 26 .16459 .136949 .27858 .135199 
May 27 .16435 .94595 .38245 .991359 
Jun 28 .16432 .98687 .28964 .134489 
Jul 29 .146139 .94439 .24212 .134298 
Aug 39 .16993 .94925 .31836 .136937 



Figure 19. San Diego Complex full RR Summary Results. 

The average of 100 regression simulations. The open square 
denotes the input target weight used to generate the simulated 
data. The circles represent the averages of the 100 regression 
results. The solid bar delimits a one standard deviation region 
on either side of the mean. The broken line represents the range 
of values produced for the particular variable from the 1ge 
simulations. 
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Table 22. San Diego Ridge Regression Complex Model 

EVALUATION OF REGRESSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR 100 REGRESSIONS. 

Variable Target Mean Minimum Maximum S.D. 
of Mean 

TEMPERATURE 
Prior Jun 9.90 .99403 -.24549 .22469 .10951 
Prior Jul 2 -.95 .133582 - .15759 .22848 .09879 
Prior Aug 3 0.29 .136501 -.19990 .25399 .98449 
Prior Sep 4 13.00 -.95387 -.31690 .179813 .138982 
Prior Oct 5 -.29 - .12265 -.32999 .11459 .09053 
Prior Nov 6 - .18 -.97876 -.36898 .13309 .113829 
Prior Dec 7 8.013 -.1321813 -.27379 .2941313 .99971 

Jan 8 -.29 - .12622 -.35369 .08318 .99593 
Feb 9 - .19 -.111393 -.36589 .087913 .08984 
Mar 19 - .15 - .1713 13 -.31949 .09389 .98982 
Apr 11 -.135 -.94631 -.29579 .18928 .09628 
May 12 -.95 -.138656 -.39719 .10368 .138269 
Jun 13 -.113 -.95562 -.26989 .14858 .99415 
Jul 14 -.29 -.16781 -.39898 .131499 .08628 
Aug 15 9.913 - .131727 -.23198 .26968 .09395 

PRECI PITATI ON 
Prior Jun 16 9.113 .136958 - .17839 .29728 .99924 
Prior Jul 17 13.59 .32749 .09359 .56888 .98248 
Prior Aug 18 -.85 -.92319 -.29969 .22279 .98031 
PI' i or Sep 19 -.29 -.12675 -.39639 .95810 .138478 
Prior Oct 213 9.49 .24261 .94759 .451413 .138638 
Prior Nov 21 9.29 .11659 -.871329 .35950 .08498 
Prior Dec 22 13.15 .12253 -.97510 .37448 .89861 

Jan 23 130 15 .97296 - .19958 .26330 .99493 
Feb 24 - .113 -.136157 -.292213 .241913 .99439 
Mar 25 13.113 .04195 - .15849 .24820 .138797 
Apr 26 -.05 .913169 -.25948 .16659 .99242 
May 27 9.10 .92858 -.17659 .2BS513 .138874 
Jun 28 -.19 -.96865 -.29179 .131613 .1391327 
Jul 29 -.29 -.122138 -.3213S13 .11650 .1391356 
Aug 313 -.19 -.137855 -.32228 .19979 .139219 
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Table 23. San Diego Ridge Regression Complex Model 

EVALUATION OF STANDARD ERRORS OF REGReSSION WEIGHTS 
SUMMARY OUTPUT FOR 1ge REGRESSIONS. 

Variable Mean Minimum Maximum S.D. 
of Mean 

TEMPERATURE 
Prior Jun 1 .13471 .11359 .14998 .013648 
Pr i or Ju 1 2 .14137 .11920 .15740 .00680 
Pr i or Aug 3 .14489 .12217 .16131 .00697 
Prior Sep 4 .14166 .11945 .15772 .99682 
Prior Oct 5 .142138 .11980 .15819 .00683 
Pr i or Nov 6 .12463 .19599 .13876 .90690 
Pr i or Dec 7 .13038 .10994 .14516 .130628 

Jan 8 .13178 .11112 .14672 .00634 
Feb 9 .13757 .1161313 .15317 .130662 
Mar 10 .141813 .11957 .15788 .09683 
Apr 11 .13619 .11483 .15163 .08656 
May 12 .147139 .12413 3 .16377 .13137138 
Jun 13 .14646 .12349 .163136 .007135 
Jul 14 .14219 .11989 .15831 .1313684 
Aug 15 .13512 .11393 .15944 .913650 

PRECI PITATI ON 
Prior Jun 16 .11938 .191366 .13292 .99575 
Pro i or Jul 17 .11589 .99771 .12993 .00558 
Prior Aug 18 .12420 .19472 .13828 .013598 
Prior Sep 19 .12238 .10319 .13626 .00589 
Pr i or Oc t 28 .12480 .10523 .13895 .013601 
Pr i or Nov 21 .12122 .18222 .13497 .00583 
Pr j or Dec 22 .12555 .19586 .13979 .013604 

Jan 23 .121347 .10158 .13413 .0135813 
Feb 24 .11534 .139725 .12842 .013555 
t1ar 25 .12869 .19844 .14318 .00619 
Apr 26 .12518 .113555 .13938 .90603 
May 27 .12813 .10804 .14266 .013617 
Jun 28 .12302 .10373 .13697 .013592 
Jul 29 .11830 .09974 .13171 .1305713 
Aug 30 .12380 .10438 .13783 .00596 



compares favourably to the range of input target values of a.7 units 

from a.5 to -9.2 (Figure 3). 

Binomial 
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The binomial evaluation in Table 17 indicates that all of the 

alternative methods produce at least 21 sets of regression coefficient 

results that are significantly closer to the target values than those of 

the standard full MLR (Figure 8). 8y far the best method, as far as 

significantly better regressions is concerned, is that of full RR with 

99 out of 199 better sets of regression results. Stepwise RR has the 

next largest number of significantly better regressions at 58 followed 

by stepwis~ MLR with 31 out of 1ge better than full MLR. PCR has the 

smallest number of significantly better regressions than full MLR (21 

out of lee). 

Regression Statistics 

The relative ranking of the regression statistics in Table 17 

does not reflect the differences in the regression results noted in the 

binomial analysis. The regression statistics for this data set are very 

similar to those obtained in the other three data sets with full MLR 

performing best in most catagories. 

Confidence Intervals 

The two full regression methods had 2 standard deviation 

intervals that included the target values at very close to the expected 

(95%) number of times. The PCR regression two standard deviation 

confidence intervals included the Known target response values about 
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half of the expected number of times once again. 

An Individual Simulation in detail 

In the previous sections of this chapter the discussion has 

primarily been based upon the average results for the 103 simulations. 

When examining the average results it is easy to lose tracK of the 

performance of the regression methods on a single simulation. The 

evaluation and interpretation of a single simulation result is perhaps 

more important in practical terms, as it is unl iKely that a 

dendrochronologist will have sufficient data available to produce more 

than one response function analysis on real tree data. In the following 

section the results of the three full regression methods for a single 

simulation (number 68 out of 133) are examined in detail. 

The Riverside simulation results are sho'JJn in Figure 11. They 

indicate that the degree of variabil ity in the estimates produced by the 

different methods (Figure 11). Of the 30 variables being evaluated, the 

estimates generated from RR are the closest to the Known weights 21 

times, the PCR est(~ates are closest 5 times and the MLR results are 

closest 4 times. 

For the San Diego complex data the results for the simulation 

(Figure 12) are slightly less variable than those for Riverside. This 

decrease in variabil ity is reflected in the smaller MSE values of 0.311, 

0.322 and 3.333 for RR, PCR and MLR respectively, compared to values of 

0.016, 3.348 and a.351 for the Riverside data. Of the 33 variables the 

estimates from RR are closest to the target values 16 times, the peR 

values are closest 7 times and the MLR are closest 4 times. The 



Figure 11. A single Riverside Complex Simulation. 

The regression coefficients generated from a single simulated 
data set from three different regression methods. The open 
squares denote the input target weights used to generated the 
simulated data. The ~s represent the regression estimates 
genera ted from mu 1 tip 1 eli near regress ion (MLR). The V'" s 
represent the regression estimates generated from principal 
components regression (PCR). The *'s represent the estimates 
produced from ridge regression (RR). 
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Figure 12. A single San Diego Complex Simulation. 

The regression coefficients generated from a single simulated 
data set from three different regression methods. The open 
squares denote the input target weights used to generated the 
simulated data. The~~s represent the regression estimates 
generated from multiple 1 inear regression (MLR). The '7/s 
represent the regression estimates generated from principal 
components regression (PCR). The */s represent the estimates 
produced from ridge regression (RR). 
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remaining 3 variables had ties for the closest estimator with 2 ties 

between RR and MLR and 1 tie of RR and peR. 
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The most visually striking aspect in these figures (Figures 11 

and 12) is the magn i tude of the departure of some of the est ima tes from 

the target values. The estimates for variable 10 from Riverside from 

two of the regression methods (Figure 11) are as much as 9.40 units away 

from the target, which had a value of -0.15 units. One of the most 

dramatic poor estimates in the San Diego simulation (Figure 12) is for 

variable 25, which had a target value of +9.19 but estimates of -0.16 

(RR), -0.18 (peR) and -0.31 (t1LR)' 

There are also examples of consistently good estimation from all 

the regression' techniques. For example, the estimates for variable 39 

in the Riverside example are all within 0.07 units of the target value 

of -9.19. For the San Diego example the estimates for variable #7 are 

all within 0.05 units of the target value of -0.10. Within the Riverside 

example there is at least one instance were one of the three full 

regression methods produces an estimate that almost exactly matches the 

target value and more instances of near misses. While for the San Diego 

data there were at least five correct estimates of the target value and 

many very close estimates. 

For this single simulation there is a potential for 

missinterpretation of some of the regression coefficients. There are 

instances where the estimated regression coefficients for a particular 

variable is both large (say 9.4 units) and of the wrong sign (e.g. 

Figure 11 variable 25 and Figure 12 variable 12), Overall the results 



for full RR are the closest to the target weights more than 60% of the 

time. 
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CHAPTER 6 

DISCUSSION 

Various statistical methods have been used over the years to 

establ ish the relationship between cl imate and tree-ring width including 

simple correlation, stepwise regression, multiple regression and 

stepwise regression on principal components (Fritts, 1976). Each of 

these methods have advantages and disadvantages, depending on what type 

of cl imate data is being used. If the cl imate data were, for example, 

12 months of monthly precipitation with no lagging, then it is liKely 

that the degree of multicoll inearity is very low (Table 3), and simple 

correlations would be a good method of evaluation. In situations where 

a complex mixture of monthly temperature and precipitation (30 variables 

total) are used, the introduced multicoll inearity can create problems 

(erroneous, unstable estimates) when analyzed via stepwise and multiple 

regression programs. 

The more compl icated mixture of cl imate data, with its increased 

levels of multicollinearity, is thought to be a better reflection of the 

years cl imate as the tree "sees" it (Fritts, 1976) and so for 

physiological reasons its use is preferred over the less troublesome 

unlagged single variable data set. In order to overcome the problems of 

multicollinearity, Fritts et al. (1971) suggested the use of a 

principal components regression method. In 1980 Cropper (1982) used 

some simulated tree-ring data in a principal components regression 
99 
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response function and expressed concern over some of his results. He 

observed that a random number series produced a response function with 

statistics close to those from a high qual ity western North American 

tree-ring chronology. Since then, at least two comparative evaluations 

of different response function techniques have been performed (Wigley 

and Lough, personal communication; Fritts and Xiangding, 1984). The 

approach used in those comparative studies have essentially consisted of 

analyzing the same real tree-ring data and cl imate data through a 

variety of methods and comparing the results. This comparative approach 

does give information about the similarity of results from different 

regression techniques, however, it cannot (when applied to real data) 

answer the question of which technique is giving the correct answer. 

The problem with the comparative approach to response function 

evaluation is that there are too many unKnowns in the system. The 

response function can be described as: 

Y = A * B 

where Y is the response function output, A is the reI iabil ity of the 

particular method being used, and B is the true response of the tree. 

Without an understanding of the reI iabil ity of the method (A) or the 

true response of the trees to their environment (8) it is almost 

impossible to confidently interpret the response function output (Y). 

The method appl ied in this research has been to substitute the 

simulated data for the unKnown (8), thus giving a single equation with a 

single unknown. Thus, by applying the different methods to the data of 

Known response a measure of the re 1 i ab iIi ty (A), or performance, of the 
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different techniques can be obtained. Once the value for reliabil ity of 

a particular method has been establ ished, then the response function 

method can be appl ied and the results interpreted with an appropriate 

degree of confidence. 

Subsequent to establ ishing that a particular method is rel iable 

comes the method of interpreting the results. There have been instances 

in tree-ring response function work when the confidence intervals about 

individual coefficients have been given 1 ittle note (LaMarche, 1974) or 

ignored (LaMarche and Stockton, 1974). The consequence of such a 

practice is that the interpretation of the trees/ response to cl imate is 

made solely from the regression coefficients. In situations of 

analyzing the coefficients alone the predominant features discussed are 

the magnitude of the coefficient and the grouping of trends within the 

coefficients. An example of how much dependence, for the 

interpretation, on the coefficients alone could be misleading can be 

obtained from Figure 11. In the figure in question, the MLR estimates 

(filled triangles) for variables 5 through 7 are all positive and 

increasing in magnitude. The known target values (open squares), for 

these three variables are either zero or negative. Thus, an 

interpretation of the MLR coefficients of, "a three-month positive 

response with variable month 7 being most important" is not reflective 

of the tree response of "a three-month negative effect with variable 7 

being the least important". 

Another example of possible problems in interpreting response 

function results is demonstrated in Figure 13. The figure is a plot of 



Figure 13. A single Riverside Complex simulation PCR results 

The results from Principal Components Regression for a single 
simulation plotted in the proposed new format. The open squares 
denote the input target weights used to generate the simulated 
data. The sol id lines represent the 95% confidence interval 
plotted about the estimated regression coefficients. 
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the true (establ ished from the lae simulation results) 9~/' confidence 

intervals placed about the coefficient estimates for the Riverside 

principal components simulation selected earlier (Figure 11, open 

triangles). Also included in Figure 13 are the target weights (Figure 

3) that the coefficients are attempting to estimate. From Figure 13 it 

can be seen that there is a high degree of variabil ity in the location 

of the target weights within the confidence intervals. The difference 

in the location of the target value with respect to the regression 

coefficient and associated confidence interval indicates that anyone 

response function coefficient should not be interpreted as if it were 

the target weight. It would be better, in fact, to ignore the 

regression coefficient value itself and concentrate the interpretation 

on the range of the confidence interval. 

In contrast to the principal components results, Figure 14 is a 

plot of the 95% confidence intervals for' the same selected Riverside 

simulation analyzed via ridge regression. In this example the 

confidence intervals are much shorter than those plotted in Figure 13 

and the target weights (open squares) have more of a tendancy to be 

located close to the regression coefficient estimate (center of the 

confidence interval). As should be expected, there are two instances 

within Figure 14 in which the target value falls outside the individual 

95% confidence intervals (variables 17 and 25). 

Thus when response funct ions are be i ng interpreted the 95;~ (or 

whatever size they are) confidence intervals should be considered as the 

major feature of the analysis. In fact, it may be more meaningful (and 



Figure 14. A single Riverside Complex simulation RR results 

The results from Principal Components Regression for a single 
simulation plotted in the proposed new format. The open squares 
denote the input target weights used to generate the simulated 
data. The sol id 1 ines represent the 95% confidence interval 
plotted about the estimated regression coefficients. 
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is recommended by the author) to plot a response function as the 

confidence interval without emphasizing the actual estimate <central 

value) and without a connection between the different variable 

estimates. The consequence would visually appear more I ike a 'plotting' 

bar graph <Figures 13 and 14) rather than a time series plot as is 

frequently used (Fritts et a1., 1971>. 



CHAPTER 7 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

Two thousand regression analyses were performed upon simulated 

tree-ring response variables representing two levels of response 

complexity and two levels of c1 imate data multicollinearity. The 

results obtained were evaluated to determine which regression technique 

produces the most consistent regression coefficients and whether the 

methods vary with different c1 imatic data sets. The results indicate 

that 

1. the level of mu1tico11 inearity to be found within western North 

America temperature and'precipitation data is highly dependent 

upon the mix of variables and lags. The highest degree of 

multicollinearity was noted when temperature and precipitation 

were used together with some of the monthly variables repeated to 

handle biological lagging effects in different years. 

2. All of the alternative regression methods gave results that were 

significantly closer to the Known anS"Jers than those obtained from 

the results of full multiple 1 inear regression, the standard for 

this study. 

3. Of the thr'ee methods that calculate weights fc.r all the variables 
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(full MLR, full RR, and peR> the full ridge regression method gave 

variable estimates that were so superior to those from full 

multiple I inear regression that 98 of the 199 simulations were 

considered significantly better (using the binomial evaluation>. 

4. The full ridge regression had a relative mean square error 

efficiency of at least 2.5, and as much as 4.5, that of full 

multiple I inear regression. This indicates a substantial 

improvement in coefficient estimation with this method over full 

HLR. 

5. The principal components regression method currently used for most 

tree-ring response function analysis had relative mean square 

error efficiency greater, but only sl ightly so (a maximum of 1.3), 

than full multiple 1 inear regression. This indicates only minor 

improvement in coefficient estimation with this method over those 

produced by full MLR. 

6. On the data, selected to be biologically realistic in terms of 

complexity with 26 non-zero target weights, the full multiple 

I inear regression results had the smallest bias and the largest 

proportion of variance explained. 

7. L~ithin the bounds of the research problem the 95~~ confidence 

intervals generated using the standard multiple I inear regression 

theory were sufficiently accurate to be appl icable to the ridge 

regression results. The consequence of this is that generally 

available pacKage regression programs can be used to gener"ate 

ridge estimates without the need to develop new computer software. 
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S. The maximum bias recorded (average absolute difference) for any of 

the three 'full' regression methods was a value of 9.0565 for 

ridge regression. Due to the downward toning nature of the ridge 

method this bias is most probably in the direction of the zero 

weight from the 'real' value. The magnitude of this bias may maKe 

it difficult to interpret minor response variables but should 

cause little difficulty in the general interpretation of the ridge 

regression output. 

9. The confidence interval tally for principal components regression 

indicates that the method consistentlY underestimate the 

confidence interval width. There seems to be empirical evidence 

that the discrepancy is by a constant factor of approximately 5eX. 

Thus the confidence intervals as now calculated by existing 

versions of the program RESPONS should be increased to 

approximately twice their current size. 

Conclusions 

Based upon the results of this research it can be concluded 

that, for tree-ring response function analyses, the biased regression 

methods principal components regression and full ridge regression are 

superior to unbiased full multiple 1 inear regression at coming closer to 

the correct regression coefficients. Of these two alternative methods 

the principal components regression has a smaller average bias, but full 

ridge regression is about 3 times more efficient at obtaining a good 



(small) value for mean square error. Thus full ridge regression is 

recommended for future tree-ring response function analyses. 

Recommendations 

199 

This report represents one of the first uses of simulation 

studies to evaluate a dendrochronological method. The simulations are 

very simpl istic in their design and did not attempt to fully mimic all 

of the statistical characteristics of a true tree-ring data set. For 

example, they did not include autocorrelation, an aspect of tree d~ta 

that could potentiallY cause problems with the response function 

analysis. Such extra compl ications were considered to be beyond the 

scope of this initial study of response functions and should be the 

topic of future analysis. 

The results discussed here suggest the following steps be 

included in a ridge regression response function analysis 

1. Organize the climate data to be used into a mixture thought to be 

representative of a biological year for the tree species under 

investigation. Standardize the data so that each variable has 

variance 1.B and mean B.B. 

2. Examine the diagonal elements of the inverse correlation matrix of 

the cl imate data and select the largest value as being the 

variance inflation factor (VIF) for the data set. 

3. If the value for the VIF is within the I imits encountered in this 

study <9 to 7) then proceed, otherwise alter the definition of a 

biological year to reduce the degree of multicoll inearity and go 

bacK to step number 1. This examination of the VIF is considered 
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necessary as the recommended biasing parameter suggested later is 

highly dependent upon the degree of multicollinearity 

encountered. Thus if the VIF is outside the suggested 1 imits, the 

individual researcher will have to be responsible for determining 

the most appropriate biasing parameter for his particular 

situation. Such a determination would probably involve a ridge 

trace analysis using the particular tree and c1 imate data sets 

selected by the researcher. 

4. Place the standardized c1 imate data into a matrix form in which 

the rows are the data for one year and the columns are the 

information for one variable. To the end of this matrix add the 

biasing data which consists of a diagonal matrix, with the number 

of rows equal to the number of variables. The diagonal matrix 

contains zero's in the off diagonal elements and a value computed 

as .J(n-1)K on the diagonal. Where n is the number of ro~~s 

of valid data (i .e. biological years of c1 imate) and k is either a 

user determined value or is the empirically selected value of 0.4 

as used in this research (Chapter 4). 

5. To this matrix of independent c1 imate data add one more column of 

information containing the standardized tree ring width indices 

corresponding to the year of cl imate data and zeros corresponding 

to the biaSing data. 

6. Perform full multiple 1 in~ar regression analysis upon this 

enlarged data set. In very specialized situations in which a very 

simple response (say 3 or 4 variables alone) is suspected it may 
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be acceptable to use a stepwise regression procedure. 

7. The output of regression coefficients and 95% confidence intervals 

are the ridge regression estimates which provide more precise 

results than other methods being used at this time. These ridge 

regression estimators are the new 'response function'. 



Measures 

12 Temp 

12 Ppt 

15 Temp 

15 Ppt 

24 T & P 

313 T & P 

V. I .F 

SUM VIF 

DET X~X 
l: 11:>.. 
max:>../min:>.. 

APPENDIX A 

MULTICOLLINEARITY RESULTS FOR 58 YEAR DATA 

FROM EACH OF 32 STATIONS 

Column Legends 

= The five different types of multicoll inearity 
measures used. 

= The data set consisting of 12 months of temperature 
data 

= The data set consisting of 12 months of precipitation 
data 

= The data set consisting of 15 months of temperature 
data 

= The data set consisting of 15 months of precipitation 
data 

= The data set consisting of 12 months of temperature 
data and 12 months of precipitation data together 

= The data set consisting of 15 months of temperature 
data and 15 months of precipitation data together 

Row Legends 

= The largest individual Variance Inflation Factor 
for a matrix 

= Sum of all of the Variance Inflation Factors for 
a matrix 

= The Determinant of the matrix 
= Sum of the eigenvalue reciprocals 
= ratio of the maximum to minimum eigenvalues 
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Measure 12 Temp 12 Ppt 15 Temp 15 Ppt 24 T &: P 39 T &: P 

FLAGSTAFF ,ARIZONA 
V.I.F. 1.473773 2.179653 1.695529 2.326984 3.957723 4.338443 
SUM VI F 16.997843 17.996895 21.517928 22.213977 47.594949 77.294191 
DET X'X .161582 .155942 .969417 .973473 .999328 .9913903 
1': 11" 16.9137843 17.996895 21.517928 22.213977 47.5€4940 77.294191 
max"/m i n" 7.420459 9.314792 9.728872 10.577564 21.949119 49.053077 

PHOENIX, ARIZONA 
V.I.F. 2.946453 1.715953 2.294847 1.845972 3.675609 4.799775 
SUM VI F 19.244937 15.586299 27.203159 21.141967 52.935255 81.340522 
DET X"X .959917 .294194 .906877 .984235 .1390154 .ge99ge 
1': 11" 19.244937 15.586299 27.293159 21.141967 52.1335255 81.340522 
maxx./m i n" 14.959999 5.398946 29.919389 8.239656 33.689922 54.138755 

TUCSON, ARIZONA 
V.1.F. 1.689399 1.678840 2.166215 1.979396 3.449659 4.128946 
SUM VIF 17.887783 16.586799 24.913739 22.218579 55.198280 84.551753 
DET X'X .979367 .153274 .913271 .1363172 .1399981 .009990 
1': 11" 17.887783 16.586799 24.913730 22.218570 55.198289 84.551753 
max)"'/m i n" 11.326103 6.911914 17.981681 7.896499 36.294765 64.898e96 

YUMA WSO AP, ARIZONA 
V. I.F. 1.948949 1.921464 2.197952 2.1366772 3.913B27 3.633973 
SUM VIF 18.515892 15.871257 25.688724 21.599366 48.568477 75.579289 
DET x"x .987124 .221519 .917823 .881852 .9913525 .gee9B3 
1': 1/)" 18.515892 15.871257 25.688724 21.599366 48.568477 75.579289 
max)"'/mi n)" 14.253387 7.515676 23.482418 9.172975 26.911947 49.926756 

EUREKA, CALIFORNIA 
").1. F. 3.132962 1.499191 3.733488 1.649259 5.993992 7.689327 
SUt1 VI F 22.919538 15.245037 29.268283 29.455780 52.948951 82.499446 
DET X"X .919519 .269775 .995787 .123849 .13913995 .99131391 
1': 11)" 22.919538 15.245937 29.268283 20.455780 52.948951 82.499446 
max).,./mi n)" 18.772919 4.590366 24.516487 6.783149 36.130771 66.185111 

NEEDLES FAA AIRPORT, 
V.I.F. 1. 658811 1.559176 1.967919 1.637884 3.974971 3.325593 
SUt1 VI F 16.254386 15.483793 22.811527 20.232276 49.359916 74.387702 
DET X"X .166424 .229566 .1345274 .114352 .13995139 .1390997 
1': 11)" 16.254386 15.483703 22.811527 20.232276 49.359916 74.387702 
max)"/min)" 6.229172 5.916546 19.737819 5.823482 23.757976 36.947994 

RED BLUFF, CALIFORNIA 
V.1.F. 1.566963 1.443229 1.739911 1. 639241 2.829329 3.578258 
SUM VIF 16.339528 15.127315 22.063865 20.454158 48.854193 76.391517 
DET X ... X .147462 .2453138 .953695 .198797 .999253 .9913902 
1': 11)" 16.339528 15.127315 22.963865 29.454158 48.854193 76.391517 
maxVmi n)" 6.321937 4.672256 19.989397 6.639594 25.225582 39.325447 

RIVERSIDE FIRE STA. 
V. I. F. 1.894197 1.476966 2.968189 1.633443 2.694219 3.373104 
SUM VIF 17.319946 14.661884 23.379396 19.393935 44.327812 65.313968 
DET X"X .988932 .399338 .924361 .169293 .91H3839 .ege916 
1': 11)" 17.319946 14.661884 23.379396 19.393935 44.327812 65.313968 
max)"'/m i n)" 19.855274 4.589921 15.142536 5.9261213 19.789921 34.292869 



Measure 

V. I.F. 
SUM VIF 
DET X/X 

max:VminJ... 

V. I.F. 
SUM 'JI F 
DET X·'X 

max:>Jm i nJ... 

V. I.F. 
SUt1 VIF 
DET X'X 

maxJ.../m i nJ... 

V. I. F. 
SUI"1 VI F 
DET XlX 
:::: 1/J... 
maxJ.../m i nJ... 

V. I. F. 
SUM VIF 
DET X/X 
:::: 1/J... 
maxJ.../mi nJ... 

V. I .F. 
SUt1 VI F 
DET X/X 
:::: 1/J... 
maxJ.../mi nJ... 

V. I.F. 
SUM VIF 
DET X/X 
:::: 1/J... 
maxJ.../mi nJ... 

V. I .F. 
SUt1 VIF 
DET X/X 
:::: 1/J... 
maxJ.../mi nJ... 
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12 Temp 12 Ppt 15 Temp 15 Pp t 24 T & P 39 T & P 

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 
1.517129 

16.614742 
.129851 

16.614742 
6.934251 

1.574169 1.759443 1.687946 2.747991 3.492397 
15.339924 22.835445 29.918157 46.255392 79.418919 

.235295 .934351 .117699 .990536 .090996 
15.339924 22.835445 29.918157 46.255302 79.41891B 
5.213191 10.589332 5.861498 22.571258 35.164699 

3.613916 
26.295471 

.003522 
26.295471 
29.198112 

SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 
1.565822 4.195758 1.612337 

15.454254 37.985687 29.399436 
.235369 .909257 .113459 

15.454254 37.985687 28.399436 
5.446607 51.679917 7.933578 

VISALIA, CALIFORNIA 
1.569111 1.354284 1.755212 3.569796 

16.481838 14.748429 22.149560 24.181671 
.134996 .273461 .947909 .952909 

16.481838 14.748420 22.149569 24.181671 
6.792098 4.983617 11.639687 16.946868 

CANON CITY, COLORADO 

4.581443 6.540889 
61.159420 98.681987 

.999910 .99999B 
61.159420 98.681987 
59.319996119.644165 

3.160827 7.794940 
59.301914 85.717563 

.000402 .900001 
59.301914 85.717563 
33.169364 64.835548 

1.726303 1.747661 1.809591 1.912666 2.715850 4.058992 
i5.849682 16.708679 21.369476 21.968078 48.185977 72.483787 

.174320 .149778 .961154 .967194 .9913284 .09131;(34 
15.840682 16.708679 21.369476 21.968978 48.185977 72.483787 
6.630157 7.167356 9.656311 8.519259 21.233978 35.749149 

GRAND JUNCTION, CO. 
1.879104 1.349112 1.957786 1.542848 

17.665596 14.496948 23.763169 19.556484 
.997279 .342825 .932856 .157168 

17.665596 14.496948 23.763169 19.556484 
8.739442 3.984973 13.251743 6.326541 

TRWI DAD, COLORADO 

2.645637 3.625741 
46.395664 74.356479 

.990567 .990905 
46.395664 74.356479 
21.497797 42.584686 

1.863916 1.494844 2.981969 1.568931 2.677974 4.189593 
16.921922 15.691787 23.617286 29.416316 47.929972 78.517159 

.199391 .218677 .942793 .196611 .990482 .999992 
16.921922 15.691787 23.617286 29.416316 47.929972 78.517159 
6.641349 4.747889 12.193672 5.796849 18.294536 42.741584 

BOI SE, IDAHO 
1.722118 1.462766 1.858997 1.777681 2.485574 3.492750 

16.993684 15.724353 29.599632 29.950598 45.597381 67.795383 
.172778 .218153 .086435 .998658 .999643 .990916 

16.993684 15.724353 29.599632 29.950598 45.597381 67.705383 
6.278121 6.272953 7.947999 8.280418 19.858703 35.384426 

HAVRE, t10NTANA 
1.686735 1.390836 1.741449 1.637939 2.898828 

16.895161 14.381351 21.945875 29.914457 51.112488 
.184158 .346911 .985388 .137212 .099258 

16.895161 14.381351 21.945875 29.914457 51.112489 
6.792724 4.244512 7.935367 7.931614 24.496929 

3.759941 
78.3131811 

.gee9a2 
78.3131811 
49.769901 
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Measure 12 Temp 12 Ppt 15 Temp 15 Ppt 24 T & P 39 T & P 

HELENA, MONTANA 
V. I.F. 1.414144 1.788928 1. 714311 1.879183 3.575999 5.944397 
SUM VIF 14.972839 16.967499 29.346584 29.516519 56.159995 99.545943 
DET X"X .268423 .294474 .186124 .119522 .999995 .999999 
:::: 11"- 14.972839 16.967499 29.346584 29.516519 56.159995 99.545943 
max"-/min"- 5.424325 6.246917 7.314449 7.422994 28.298187 45.715965 

KALISPELL, MONTANA 
V. I .F. 1.728977 1.621973 2.199885 1.713781 2.396997 3.912959 
SUM VIF 16.189572 16.975491 21.797122 29.993921 45.427398 68.242855 
DET XIX .158358 .177389 .969188 .121254 .999568 .1399999 
:::: 11"- 16.189572 16.975491 21.797122 29.993921 45.427398 68.242855 
max)"/mi n"- 7.655999 6.939455 11.149251 7.947334 21.214561 36.439933 

ELKO FAA AP, NEVADA 
V. I.F. 2.113586 1.319959 2.293582 1.429963 3.523914 3.795984 
SUM VIF 18.959422 14.123725 24.232215 19.181494 59.327933 73.764286 
DET XIX .985213 .394121 .924916 .170215 .01313435 .0egee5 
:::: 11:>- 18.959422 14.123725 24.232215 19.181494 59.327933 73.764286 
max:>-/mi n:>- 9.532678 3.997149 14.462913 5.898986 34.839417 51.899730 

RENO, NEVADA 
V. I. F. 1.894756 1.577163 2.149987 2.956447 2.951948 6.999593 
sur1 IJI F 17.973785 15.525875 24.693786 22.344474 47.973384 77.948339 
DET XIX .973282 .25136131 .914173 .13737313 .9139439 .1309992 
:::: 1/:>- 17.973785 15.525875 24.693786 22.344474 47.973384 77.948339 
max"-/min:>- 9.663434 5.394966 15.169315 11.149591 24.853515 62.139991 

ROSl~ELL, NEL~ MEXI CO 
V. I .F. 1 .684724 1.718358 2.1491913 1.839553 2.912298 4.611911 
sur1 IJIF 17.2961134 16.152896 24.923999 29.897132 51.496982 83.387269 
DET XIX .191627 .189646 .929732 .1131295 .999133 .999999 
:::: 1/:>- 17.296194 16.152896 24.92313913 29.897132 51.496982 83.387269 
max)../m i n:>- 8.626695 6.458595 13.874931 8.999999 26.272335 62.194759 

BAKER KBKR, OREGON 
V. I .F. 1.919893 1.635529 1.938594 1.895532 2.596994 3.938919 
SUM VIF 16.838973 15.511684 21.895256 21.772346 45.918199 71.925199 
DET XIX .122976 .239453 .951281 .976443 .999953 .099013 
:::: 1/:>- 16.838973 15.511684 21.895256 21.772346 45.9181139 71.925199 
max)../mi n:>- 8.9713831 6.925264 9.497566 7.543146 17.913992 45.170192 

ROSEBURG, OREGON 
V. I.F. 1.896663 1.488683 2.01313785 1.795270 2.863294 3.695689 
SUM VIF 17.497896 15.949199 22.835884 19.897993 47.443294 68.811912 
DET XIX .999916 .296685 .932773 .153693 .9139476 .999999 
:::: 1/:>- 17.4978136 15.0491913 22.835884 19.897993 47.443294 68.811912 
max)"/mi n:>- 9.277954 4.729922 12.362493 6.134355 24.861939 35.818729 

RAPID CITY, S. DAKOTA 
V.I.F. 1.557879 1.261493 1. 898721 1.599757 2.7813978 3.328317 
SU~1 VIF 15.299541 14.166831 29.458869 18.843879 46.591712 79.256462 
DET )(/)( .241814 .377283 .993459 .195787 .999743 .a99919 
:::: 1/:>- 15.299541 14.166831 29.458869 18.843879 46.591712 713.256462 
max)../mi n).. 5.5642113 3.829459 9.844642 4.695646 25.645193 43.615875 



Measure 

V. I .F. 
SUM VIF 
DET X/X 
i: 1./)" 
max)"/mi n)" 

V. I .F. 
SUM VIF 
DET X'X 
i: 1/)" 
max)../m i n)" 

V. I .F. 
SUM VIF 
DET X/X 
i: 1/)" 
max)../mi n)" 

V. I.F. 
SUM VIF 
DET X"X 
i: 1/)" 
max)"/mi n).. 

V. I .F. 
SU~1 VI F 
DET X/X 
i: 1/)" 
max)../mi n)" 

V. I .F. 
SU~1 VI F 
DET X/X 
i: 1/)" 
max)"/mi n)" 

V. I .F. 
SUt1 VI F 
DET X'X 
i: 1/).. 
max)"/min)" 

V. I.F. 
SUM VIF 
DET X·'X 
i: 1/)" 
max)"/mi n)" 
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12 Temp 12 Ppt 15 Temp 15 Ppt 24 T & P 30 T & P 

AMARI LLO, TEXAS 
1.968492 1.482988 2.010890 1.632545 3.203384 4.297374 

17.926883 15.368328 23.362674 20.255988 53.598243 86.979807 
.106999 .241766 .035368 .129475 .00e138 .ge0geo 

17.926883 15.368328 23.362674 29.255988 53.508243 86.979807 
11.095905 5.331724 14.029388 6.518335 27.378997 62.791252 

EL PASO, TEXAS 
1.728851 1.339540 2.974269 1.481182 4.766134 5.568956 

17.759937 14.971351 23.565273 19.612522 54.756069 77.995216 
.093215 .295474 .930305 .165579 .000124 .990902 

17.759037 14.971351 23.565273 19.612522 54.756069 77.995216 
9.664346 5.997663 12.641929 6.799995 35.439597 48.903845 

PAROWAN, UTAH 
2.025241 1.494174 2.597932 1.591421 3.936439 4.718914 

17.909755 15.953359 25.941966 20.552768 49.634494 80.493965 
.071954 .193849 .011738 .192170 .990188 .000001 

17.909755 15.953359 25.941966 20.552768 49.634494 89.493965 
10.279690 5.961585 18.531398 6.659522 28.055362 59.153999 

2.389572 
21 .972339 

.939850 
21.9723313 
14.307956 

1 .346424 
15.9333413 

.249449 
15.933349 
5.043766 

1.511886 
15.548619 

.215909 
15.548619 
5.639959 

ABERDEEN, WASHINGTON 
1.454420 2.822675 1.622438 3.189476 4.139801 

15.471515 27.770271 21.212129 52.902925 78.417549 
.217038 .008593 .077714 .900145 .000e91 

15.471515 27.770271 21.212129 52.902925 78.417549 
5.495006 19.540824 6.932312 25.197181 44.494361 

YELLOWSTONE PARK, WY 
1.395833 1.438131 1.715087 2.918991 3.798542 

14.845237 19.851341 20.217399 47.247947 72.996940 
.297596 .128634 .134594 .900656 .00001e 

14.845237 19.851341 29.217399 47.247947 72.996940 
5.062816 6.820383 7.883026 20.333347 37.387589 

BANFF, ALBERTA 
1.498008 1.622903 1.636413 3.535552 4.143550 

15.566962 20.760536 20.577278 53.853855 81.919972 
.223591 .994966 .192589 .909188 .909902 

15.566962 29.769536 20.577278 53.853855 81.910972 
5.668287 7.449241 6.656364 25.534782 45.288639 

CALGARY, ALBERTA 
1.434825 1.653499 2.049222 1.726364 2.997562 5.565204 

15.632266 15.831222 22.490943 29.893775 49.405479 91.345577 
.218424 .294035 .969278 .094359 .999·242 .9000013 

15.632266 15.831222 22.490943 29.803775 49.405479 91.345577 
6.171703 6.049478 12.624359 7.597709 21.868896 70.506935 

KAMLOOPS, B. C. 
1.498138 1.798915 1.793398 1.813873 

16.182136 16.381797 21.431274 21.535301 
.164275 .176438 .1368671 .083432 

16.182136 16.381797 21.431274 21.535301 
6.637325 6.194551 7.649284 7.762496 

3.911623 4.474634 
54.379730 80.114479 

.000126 .oeoeal 
54.379730 80.114479 
27.612266 37.678623 



year 
jun - aug 

jun - aug 

APPENDIX B 

Ll STING OF CLIMATE DATA FOR RIVERSI DE 

AND SAN DIEGO STATIONS 

Column Leg~nds 

= The arbitrary y~ar assigned to the data (1 to 58) 
= the monthly mean temp~rature in d~grees Fahrenh~it 

for the months June of calendar year t-l to August 
of y~ar t 

= the monthly total precipitation in inches for the 
months of June of calendar year t-1 to August 
of year t 
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RIVERSIDE FIRE STATION ID = 99467479 ) 

year jun jul aug sep oct nov dec jan feb mar 
apr may jun jul aug / jun jul aug sep oct 
nov dec jan feb mar apr may jun jul aug 

713.49 78.213 76.613 72.913 67.29 59.613 56.413 49.99 51.49 53.80 
56.69 65.89 72.6e 76.40 78.96 .92 9.99 9.99 1. 71 .41 

.15 7.78 4.39 2.36 1.93 .23 .88 9.99 .92 .09 

2 72.60 76.40 78.913 77.49 64.26 55.69 55.40 54.90 54.213 57.59 
59.49 67.19 67.10 75.29 75.136 13.1313 .92 .99 9.99 .30 

1.18 2.25 1.73 1.139 .78 1.15 13.99 13.139 .94 .133 

3 67.19 75.20 75.913 73.69 64.86 69.49 52.613 53.19 59.99 53.59 
59.30 67.813 72.613 75.213 75.29 9.99 .04 .93 .93 1.14 

.71 1.72 .15 9.99 2.79 1.81 9.139 13.00 9.139 13.99 

4 72.69 75.213 75.20 73.99 63.113 59.813 51.89 53.19 56.99 57.89 
59.99 65.20 72.29 78.49 75.99 13.1313 9.1313 9.99 13.99 .26 

.93 1.88 .33 .44 1.72 1.33 .77 .29 .131 9.913 

5 72.29 78.49 75.90 79.70 63.69 58.60 57.50 53.69 58.49 61.513 
64.09 67.20 73.10 76.69 77.90 .29 .131 0.99 13.913 1.83 

.39 1.24 .64 2.37 .69 6.76 .138 .01 0.90 .97 

6 73.19 76.60 77 .913 71.139 68.130 62.70 50.89 53.89 52.40 55.39 
69.49 66.09 79.39 78.19 76.59 .131 9.130 .97 9.99 .97 

2.15 2.1313 .52 6.24 2.51 .52 .98 .05 13.09 13.99 

7 70.39 78.19 76.50 69.49 65.40 59.99 59.50 54.40 54.00 56.69 
66.09 66.80 69.130 74.60 74.20 .05 0.1313 9.99 .13 1 3.52 

.22 2.34 .77 2.21 .89 .10 .94 9.00 13.130 0.139 

8 69.130 74.69 74.29 73.40 63.09 57.29 51.213 49.69 49.213 54.89 
56.29 65.29 69.79 76.29 79.1313 9.139 0.013 13.99 .131 .56 

.78 1.47 1.39 .83 .92 1.46 .91 .03 13.139 13.139 

9 69.79 76.29 79.99 713.89 67.139 58.413 56.413 49.69 56.213 56.89 
61.613 613.10 70.139 75.913 76.30 .93 a.ae 9.90 .63 13.09 
9.99 9.913 4.65 .64 3.27 .67 3.21 9.913 .01 9.130 

113 79.913 75.99 76.39 68.513 64.413 59.40 513.69 53.213 55.113 59.69 
63.313 68.1313 79.49 89.413 77.89 13.00 .01 9.99 9.e9 .35 

.87 9.1313 2.51 5.11 .16 1.43 .53 .98 9.139 .78 

11 76.413 813.49 77.813 713.813 64.513 52.613 47.313 46.59 59.413 57.29 
58.99 64.49 69.29 73.413 74.913 .138 13.1313 .78 .22 .48 
2.13 2.77 1.135 5.95 .05 .56 .113 .07 13.1313 13.139 



12 69.29 73.49 74.99 71.89 64.50 62.09 48.69 48.89 50.59 56.29 
57.19 59.4a 68.40 75.80 75.09 .97 0.99 0.a9 .94 .67 

.91 2.37 4.94 .96 .03 1.05 .34 .05 .91 .87 

13 68.49 75.89 75.99 67.70 68.29 60.69 52.90 53.89 55.49 64.00 
64.19 67.80 66.69 75.90 75.39 .05 .91 .07 .91 .05 

.341.821.221.53 .94 .946.69 .23 .91 .02 

14 66.69 75.99 75.39 72.89 65.99 57.29 53.79 59.89 53.20 51.90 
58.79 61.50 69.89 74.40 77.49 .23 .01 .92 .05 1.21 

1.14 2.37 2.32 2.22 2.52 .79 .18 B.a9 B.09 2.04 

15 69.80 74.49 77.40 73.09 64.90 55.49 53.49 54.09 53.86 58.69 
61.59 66.88 72.49 78.39 77.59 9.09 9.90 2.94 .01 .05 

.47 .86 .99 6.22 .94 .33 .15 9.99 .94 .93 

16 72.49 78.38 77.59 73.39 66.69 60.49 52.99 42.29 51.99 55.79 
69.2066.913 79.89 77.99 76.99 9.99 .94 .03 .91 3.68 

.35 5.78 1.94 5.89 3.53 .34 .26 .al 0.06 8.00 

17 79.89 77.913 76.90 75.69 68.10 59.29 56.49 55.29 52.80 54.80 
69.20 64.80 69.80 75.20 77.90 .91 0.09 9.99 .92 9.09 

.94 1.77 1.18 2.88 9.41 .60 .21 0.00 .91 8.09 

18 69.80 75.28 77.99 76.39 65.39 57.60 57.89 52.09 49.90 55.49 
63.60 65.48 70.69 76.49 77.60 9.99 .91 9.90 9.99 .46 

9.139 4.59 2.50 1.63 1.14 .49 .01 0.00 a.(Hl .01 

19 713.613 76.40 77.60 76.613 67.49 62.49 59.013 55.40 55.20 59.69 
62.79 69.10 71.49 75.69 76.99 9.99 9.09 .91 1.19 .94 

.44 .41 3.28 2.88 .53 2.96 9.00 9.90 9.90 9.09 

20 71.40 75.69 76.00 72.29 68.90 58.213 56.69 54.99 56.69 58.413 
57.89 67.59 68.60 75.89 73.89 9.139 9.90 9.90 9.09 1.08 

.91 4.97 1.22 4.81 5.96 2.78 .94 .135 13.99 .313 

21 68.69 75.813 73.80 68.40 64.90 613.20 52.99 54.39 51.29 56.213 
59.49 64.59 713.20 77.413 75.69 .135 9.99 .39 9.09 2.21 

.51 3.22 .33 .67 .99 1.60 o.oe a.ae (3090 .11 

22 7e.2B 77.40 75.60 71.213 66.30 59.99 54.99 54.29 56.89 58.40 
69.89 66.013 68.49 74.49 75.29 9.99 B.99 .11 13.99 .39 

.39 .74 5.22 2.82 4.98 1.57 9.90 .04 9.09 e.oo 

23 68.413 74.40 75.20 75.213 69.913 59.913 53.29 52.29 59.80 56.49 
58.ge 64.40 66.19 71.89 75.69 .94 B.99 9.90 9.00 .36 

.14 6.76 .96 5.19 .98 1.38 9.09 .02 9.ee 9.0e 

24 66.113 71.89 75.60 72.713 65.59 56.e9 54.013 51.69 53.20 52.213 
58.40 62.89 68.00 75.40 76.80 .02 a.aa a.aa 0.00 .01 
2.49 .83 .24 2.30 3.78 .21 .91 9.ee .92 1.91 
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25 6S.e9 75.49 76.80 74.20 66.60 58.10 53.09 53.29 51.49 55.99 
62.89 63.29 71.913 76.1B 76.ee e.BB .92 1.01 .137 .41 

.21 4.16 .9S .76 2.08 .64 .94 0.09 .05 O.a9 

26 71. 90 76.19 76.90 75.ea 62.69 56.99 55.19 51.59 56.913 57.79 
62.20 66.79 69.40 75.10 74.20 0.00 .95 9.90 .15 .51 

4.41 1.56 .12 .36 .91 .25 .95 .95 0.1313 .91 

27 69.49 75.19 74.29 74.99 65.913 55.20 52.69 55.90 59.80 52.19 
59.213 63.30 68.99 72.69 72.413 .135 9.99 .131 .133 .99 

.93 1. 7S .96 1.76 1.19 .75 .17 .39 9.09 9.99 

28 68.00 72.69 72.40 72.69 64.70 55.29 47.213 41.99 48.30 52.40 
62.10 63.80 79.60 73.69 73.70 .39 9.130 0.ea 0.00 .93 

.01 2.20 2.78 1.08 .73 .91 .57 0.90 0.130 0.00 

29 70.60 73.613 73.713 73.10 61.90 60.50 49.413 45.10 53.70 55.213 
60.40 69.413 66.ge 74.813 72.e0 e.ae e.oe o.eo 13.013 .19 

1.09 1.46 1.72 1.813 .65 .63 .98 .91 0.00 0.09 

39 66.99 74.89 72.90 68.70 66.50 58.89 54.79 49.99 59.80 55.79 
59.90 63.40 67.70 75.60 73.10 .91 0.013 B.OB .03 0.09 

1.11 .931.45 .64 .481.21 .290.09 .al .02 

31 67.79 75.69 73.19 72.29 64.813 56.90 49.49 47.90 52.69 51.513 
58.713 66.29 65.69 75.40 75.713 ILOO .91 .02 .18 .52 

.16 5.49 5.98 .24 3.88 1.61 .131 9.130 .21 .91 

32 65.613 75.413 75.713 74.69 67.39 53.30 49.413 54.30 52.19 54.89 
56.413 58.99 66.59 76.70 72.49 9.00 .21 .01 .51 13.90 

2.84 2.74 .69 .24 .84 1.45 .06 .91 13.130 .137 

33 66.59 76.70 72.49 7a.90 64.40 58.ao 51.613 49.30 56.713 51.90 
59.89 66.20 70.013 80.50 74.30 .al 9.013 .07 13.130 .01 

.96 .39 3.75 1.89 2.59 .a5 a.aB a.oo .10 .01 

34 70.00 89.59 74.3a 73.20 64.513 60.79 51.79 48.99 52.19 57.29 
58.89 63.99 69.113 74.19 79.79 9.9a .10 .91 0.00 0.09 

2.27 .722.92 1.07 .22 .371.119.099.90 .01 

35 69.10 74.19 79.79 75.89 64.19 57.29 53.19 53.79 513.29 58.30 
59.99 66.10 71.613 74.79 73.313 0.99 9.00 .91 0.130 9.09 

.88 .49 4.34 .29 13.130 1.61 .22 0.99 1.26 13.00 

36 71.69 74.70 73.313 76.BO 63.69 59.60 54.49 49.90 57.29 57.79 
69.20 63.19 74.70 78.30 77.a9 13.00 1.26 9.99 a.e9 .19 

9.BB .2e 4.12 .BB .93 1.03 1.136 .14 .134 9.eB 

37 74.713 78.39 77.00 72.70 64.00 55.60 56.80 54.69 56.29 53.69 
61.20 67.69 7a.39 74.10 77.39 .14 .04 B.OO a.a9 1.42 
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.43 2.a6 1.10 3.17 3.58 2.89 .24 .07 a.oo .45 

38 79.39 74.19 77.39 75.89 7a.89 58.19 57.79 55.69 52.6a 60.89 
65.60 63.90 72.49 79.10 76.1a .07 0.00 .45 .26 .25 

.06 0.09 .71 2.41 0.09 .18 .al 0.09 .01 .132 

39 72.40 79.10 76.1a 72.39 67.50 61.3a 56.1a 50.69 ~4.20 60.29 
63.6067.6972.7078.8076.40 B.aO .91 .02 .02 o.ao 

.50 1.06 2.93 2.05 .29 1.a5 .9a .01 .91 9.ao 

40 72.70 78.80 76.49 77.59 66.19 57.39 54.99 57.20 57.69 56.99 
62.80 63.3a 73.60 76.80 78.90 .01 .01 a.09 .al .67 

.74 .18 .65 0.00 .51 .a2 .92 o.ao .01 .13 

41 73.60 76.80 78.00 71.613 66.60 57.113 53.80 55.20 52.10 52.90 
64.7a 63.50 69.10 73.7a 76.80 9.90 .al .13 0.00 o.ao 

.72 1.54 1.65 4.02 .94 0.00 .44 .04 0.00 0.00 

42 69.10 73.70 76.80 73.30 65.60 58.50 53.70 50.80 69.40 55.10 
57.10 64.20 68.80 75.50 76.20 .04 0.00 0.00 0.00 .01 

.01 .06 .17 2.41 1.28 1.44 0.00 .09 0.00 .11 

43 68.80 75.50 76.20 76.63 67.50 58.00 54.10 51.50 53.70 55.50 
59.2063.1068.2976.9076.39 .09 9.00 .11 3.91 .32 

1.73 o.oe 1.20 .241.04 .75 .05 .01 e.oo 0.00 

44 68.20 76.90 76.30 71.10 70.50 54.90 52.40 53.90 54.00 56.20 
59.70 64.60 65.79 74.50 79.90 .91 9.a0 9.09 .21 .12 

1.61 .50 .48 .17 1.84 3.64 .01 0.90 .30 .10 

45 65.70 74.50 79.00 70.00 69.69 58.40 52.20 51.30 52.00 58.80 
64.59 66.50 72.10 76.49 78.99 0.00 .30 .10 .74 9.00 
5.72 3.03 .60 1.46 .37 9.90 .14 0.90 a.90 .04 

46 72.10 76.49 78.99 74.20 68.20 59.5a 54.79 54.00 58.10 57.80 
53.20 66.10 68.80 79.1a 82.20 0.00 o.ao .04 .04 .40 

.86 4.88 2.09 0.00 1.01 2.63 .03 0.00 0.00 .43 

47 68.80 79.1a 82.20 75.90 70.48 62.8a 52.20 53.60 60.50 59.58 
61.80 66.88 72.19 78.oa 75.2a 9.9a o.ao .43 .06 e.oo 

1.82 1.10 .7e .22 2.13 1.02 o.eo 0.80 .43 .16 

48 72.10 78.00 75.20 73.49 66.19 59.89 59.49 54.99 51.59 55.79 
61.79 67.50 68.39 77.20 80.29 e.09 .43 .16 0.00 .17 

.39 1.02 6.76 8.00 .79 .34 .6e .01 .e3 e.eo 

49 68.30 77.20 8e.20 74.90 63.00 6e.50 53.5e 52.90 57.40 57.80 
58.40 67.40 72.50 78.90 79.20 .01 .03 0.90 0.09 0.00 
1.30 .02 1.08 1.81 1.94 .05 a.oo o.eo o.eo .12 

50 72.50 78.90 79.29 72.30 65.10 58.40 50.90 53.39 53.80 57.90 
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59.49 62.99 713.59 78.113 80.413 9.913 9.99 .12 9.99 .92 
1.81 2.44 .66 .413 .138 .24 .27 130913 13.1313 9.99 

51 79.59 78.19 89.49 74.89 63.69 55.89 48.59 59.49 56.89 61.99 
62.913 67.59 73.29 79.413 77.69 9.913 9.99 9.99 9.913 .61 

.16 3.45 e.ea .19 9.ge 9.99 .e6 .37 9.99 .38 

52 73.29 79.49 77 .69 71.913 63.89 56.99 51.99 59.59 55.99 53.49 
69.913 67.39 74.613 75.89 76.29 .37 9.913 .38 .131 .62 

1.913 1. 39 1.12 3.64 2.16 13.913 .91 .91 13.139 9.99 

53 74.69 75.89 76.29 69.69 66.59 56.19 53.99 52.89 55.59 58.90 
62.99 66.59 74.59 78.59 75.79 .91 9.99 13.913 9.1313 .12 

.99 .96 3.85 .22 1.73 .36 9.99 0.09 0.013 9.139 

54 74.513 78.59 75.79 76.19 65.79 59.213 52.79 54.913 53.89 55.69 
56.39 65.89 69.59 76.69 75.59 9.99 9.99 9.913 13.99 .91 

. a 1 1.84 .12 1.16 2.67 1.14 .94 0.09 9.99 9.139 

55 69.59 76.69 75.59 75.29 64.79 58.29 55.913 56.913 55.79 57.913 
59.139 68.69 74.19 76.99 75.1313 9.1313 13.99 13.99 .135 .18 

.46 .76 9.913 3.54 1.27 .85 .28 .9S .132 13.913 

56 74.1 a 76.99 75.139 73.09 68.69 62.213 54.113 54.113 58.813 54.49 
63.713 62.19 72.713 78.813 78.59 .138 .92 9.913 2.133 .137 

.18 .23 2.113 .54 .95 .132 1.63 .61 B.Ba 2.14 

57 72.79 78.813 78.59 72.49 69.113 61.513 58.913 54.613 55.89 613.313 
59.SB 69.213 75.213 78.813 76.79 .01 0.00 2.14 9.139 .92 

.91 1.55 5.9S 4.36 5.13 1.64 13.913 9.913 13.1313 • B 1 

58 75.26 78.8B 76.76 75.913 79.69 55.70 59.10 513 .913 53.39 57.29 
62.89 67.713 75.20 7S.60 77.49 a.oo 9.013 • a 1 1.15 .1 a 

1.61 1.56 4.35 1.77 4.44 9.09 • 11 • a 1 .98 .93 

jun jul aug sep oct nov dec jan feb mar 
apr may jun jul aug / jun jul aug sep oct 
nov dec jan feb mar apr may jun j u 1 aug 

COLUt1t~ Means 
713.39 76.49 76.34 73.113 65.99 58.49 53.16 52.98 54.27 56.52 
60.36 65.25 713.38 76.41 76.36 .93 .94 .15 .23 .46 

.92 1.89 1.84 2.04 1.69 .98 .28 .93 .94 .15 

COLUMN Standard Deviations 
2.497 1.936 2.101 2.392 2.199 2.336 2.733 3.119 2.959 2.722 
2.489 2.399 2.491 1.937 2.1136 .1378 .178 .414 .6413 .757 
1.68B 1.778 1 .712 1.938 1.728 1.126 .525 .978 .177 .414 



SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA ( 1D = 98467740 ) 

year jun jut aug sep oct nov dec jan feb mar 
apr may jun jut aug / jun jut aug sep oct 
nov dec jan feb mar apr may jun jut aug 

63.1 e 68.48 68.20 66.89 64.69 68.413 59.38 52.59 53.79 54.60 
56.30 60.30 64.39 67.79 70.79 .91 .91 .91 1.24 .67 

.313 9.26 3.45 1.86 1.34 .17 .36 .91 .91 .131 

2 64.36 67.79 713.713 78.013 64.99 58.913 58.90 56.39 55.20 58.40 
59.90 63.28 62.30 67.013 67.89 .91 .91 .91 9.00 .99 

.75 1.21 1. 34 1.53 .34 1.95 0.90 .04 .01 .01 

3 62.30 67.99 67.80 68.213 64.413 64.913 57.40 55.29 59.90 56.60 
59.40 63.90 65.513 67.00 67.00 .94 .01 .91 .133 .37 

.16 1.65 .26 .91 2.41 .77 9.98 .01 0.99 .91 

4 65.59 67.99 67.99 66.40 69.50 69.99 54.99 54.40 56.60 57.29 
58.69 62.30 64.69 79.29 68.813 .91 9.99 .91 9.90 .35 

.55 1.34 .98 .30 1.78 1.11 .15 .15 .01 .91 

5 64.613 70.20 68.89 66.60 63.613 613.80 60.30 56.70 59.79 62.40 
63.40 63.80 66.29 67.60 69.30 .15 .91 .91 0.00 3.67 

1.16 1. 50 .78 2.33 .82 5.37 .01 .131 .131 .05 

6 66.20 67.60 69.39 66.00 64.90 63.80 55.29 55.49 56.40 56.60 
58.29 61.40 63.39 69.29 69.09 .91 .91 .95 9.130 .21 

.59 3.89 .32 6.68 2.95 .71 .12 .12 0.00 .91 

7 63.39 69.29 69.99 66.40 64.60 63.30 56.013 57.89 57.50 59.49 
59.69 63.09 64.99 66.60 67.20 .12 0.99 .01 .94 1.76 

.95 4.57 .21 .79 .69 .14 .36 .99 .131 .93 

8 64.09 66.68 67.28 66.29 62.29 60.20 56.19 54.49 53.29 55.60 
57.50 62.79 65.20 69.49 72.913 .139 .91 .03 .01 .14 

.63 2.42 .913 1.14 1.22 .57 .95 .01 13.00 13.08 

9 65.28 69.49 72.1313 68.28 66.79 62.10 69.39 55.80 57.90 59.69 
62.00 60.90 64.60 69.60 70.30 .01 o.oe 0.00 .26 9.09 

.81 13.08 3.98 .66 3.02 1.96 1.81 .92 .01 .91 

19 64.69 69.60 79.39 66.99 64.813 63.013 57.10 57.70 59.213 61.90 
63.8066.2068.7073.613 73.813 .02 .131 .131 .131 .22 
1.0413.903.72 4.11 .1361.38 .24 .01 .01 .08 

11 68.70 73.69 73.80 69.70 66.69 57.20 53.80 52.29 55.60 59.1313 
69.213 61.813 63.89 65.6066.90 .131 .91 .08 .01 .95 
1.953.561.455.15 .42 .50 .91 .91 .910.1313 
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12 63.80 65.60 66.00 65.60 63.20 64.20 54.20 52.80 52.70 57.99 
57.80 58.29 61.60 65.40 66.60 .91 .91 0.09 9.00 1.19 

.39 2.40 4.32 .92 .13 1.75 .53 .08 .02 .91 

13 61.69 65.40 66.60 62.80 62.49 61.49 55.10 56.19 58.30 61.89 
62.39 64.70 64.99 69.0e 69.09 .98 .92 .el .92 .16 

.931.19 .301.88 .24 .91 .02 .47 .01 .92 

14 64.99 69.00 69.90 69.79 64.99 61.20 59.10 56.90 57.40 54.69 
60.90 61.69 63.49 67.89 79.40 .47 .91 .02 .18 .42 
1.953.382.154.541.421.92 .029.09 .01 .18 

15 63.49 67.89 79.49 67.39 64.10 58.90 57.49 56.60 56.39 57.40 
58.29 63.29 65.30 70.60 71.40 0.00 .91 .18 .91 .05 

.07 .74 .755.18 .92 .48 .01 .01 .01 .28 

16 65.30 70.69 71.40 68.00 65.99 63.79 58.10 49.20 54.40 56.60 
59.70 62.19 64.99 68.40 68.80 .91 .01 .28 .04 1.86 

.44 4.45 1.52 4.22 2.65 .13 .32 .91 .16 9.09 

17 64.90 68.40 68.89 69.49 64.60 60.00 60.29 58.40 57.29 57.20 
69.90 61.69 63.29 66.89 69.50 .01 .16 9.90 .01 .91 

.02 1.96 .89 3.26 3.73 .44 .15 . a 1 .01 .133 

18 63.20 66.80 69.59 70.49 63.60 59.20 59.60 55.69 52.49 55.20 
61.eo 62.29 64.80 68.19 79.19 .01 .el .03 0.e0 .23 

.92 4.25 2.38 1.23 1.17 .47 .91 9.90 .91 .01 

19 64.80 68.10 70.19 72.80 67.89 63.89 61.00 58.60 57.99 60.39 
62.60 64.89 65.29 68.40 69.90 9.0a .91 .91 2.58 .6j 

1.94 .48 1. 75 3.56 .82 .46 .91 .91 .01 • B 1 

20 65.20 68.40 69.09 68.70 66.49 61.19 60.89 57.60 59.99 62.90 
60.90 67.20 66.49 69.49 79.80 .91 .91 .el .08 1.50 

.49 6.09 2.93 5.31 5.89 3.35 .91 .91 .06 .03 

21 66.49 69.40 70.89 68.90 65.69 63.40 57.60 57.70 55.60 57.90 
60.20 63.30 64.90 69.69 79.00 .01 .96 .03 .28 2.90 

2.23 2.85 .21 1.06 1.91 1.40 .11 .01 0.00 .01 

22 64.99 69.69 79.90 67.80 66.09 61.09 57.50 57.90 59.70 60.00 
61.09 65.09 65.29 69.00 71.20 .01 0.09 .01 0.00 .27 

.27 .69 6.26 1.4e 1.66 .52 .e2 .91 0.09 .91 

23 65.29 69.69 71.20 68.79 65.80 61.70 57.80 56.40 54.60 58.70 
59.50 62.80 64.29 66.80 69.40 .01 9.00 .01 .04 .29 

.03 7.69 1.22 3.65 .89 .61 .22 .19 .91 .01 

24 64.29 66.89 69.49 66.90 64.69 59.89 58.29 55.29 56.89 55.80 
58.49 62.69 65.09 69.00 71.80 .10 .01 . B 1 .91 .01 
4.93 1. 53 4? 1. 91 2.93 .e3 .94 .15 .91 .87 
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25 65.e9 69.99 71.80 71.40 67.40 69.B9 57.30 56.19 54.40 57.19 
62.49 63.79 68.oe 79.8B 72.40 .15 .91 .87 .93 .91 

.13 3.62 .89 .69 2.67 .52 .Bl B.BB 0.9B .91 

26 68.0e 79.89 72.49 71.99 64.2B 58.29 57.19 53.59 58.5B 69.89 
62.79 63.99 66.79 69.49 71.90 9.99 9.BB .91 .91 .34 

2.53 1.18 .35 .43 .97 .36 .17 .91 9.99 9.9B 

27 66.79 69.49 71.99 71.19 66.60 58.49 55.80 55.79 54.20 55.99 
61.29 62.4a 64.69 67.a9 68.20 .91 0.99 9.a9 .18 .98 

.72 3.132 .91 1.137 1.60 .13 .91 .92 .91 9.99 

28 64.69 67.9B 68.29 68.39 64.10 613.99 53.60 47.89 52.79 56.29 
61.39 63.139 67.29 69.49 79.2B .92 .Bl 9.913 .91 1.32 

.19 2.38 3.56 1. 81 .75 .99 .41 .91 .91 .91 

29 67.29 69.49 79.20 79.00 64.30 64.6B 54.80 52.10 55.613 58.39 
60.70 61.29 64.19 69.79 68.20 .91 .91 . a 1 .91 .23 
1.16 .86 3.31 1.62 1.BB .28 .99 .01 .98 a.9a 

39 64.19 69.79 68.20 67.59 66.89 62.50 59.89 55.79 55.69 58.79 
60.70 62.29 65.79 69.30 69.00 .01 .as 9.00 .al .91 

1.23 .05 1.69 .50 .50 1.95 0.00 .al a.eo .85 

31 65.76 69.3a 69.9B 67.80 66.89 61.69 55.50 54.49 57.80 55.90 
59.713 64.1963.9968.39 713.2B .91 9.90 .85 .94 .68 

1 .23 3.87 4.24 .69 4.97 1.54 9 . 90 . 14 .91 .91 

32 63.90 68.30 70.29 79.59 65.29 59.69 56.49 69.99 57.99 57.70 
58.99 62.9a 64.80 79.89 69.90 .14 .91 .91 .91 .al 

1 .83 2.29 . 58 .58 .79 .33 . a 9 .14 .91 .91 

33 64.89 70.89 69.99 68.19 67.40 63.19 57.79 55.99 61.29 57.29 
61.09 62.99 65.90 71.913 71.913 .14 .91 .91 .91 .97 

.89 .03 2.76 1.93 4.31 .139 .91 .93 .91 .91 

34 65.09 71.99 71.99 69.313 64.29 63.79 58.29 53.913 55.5a 59.79 
59.60 61.79 64.713 68.3a 72.4B .133 .91 .91 9.9B 9.a9 

.74 .55 3.59 .56 .38 .9a .49 .91 .131 .11 

35 64.79 68.39 72.4B 71.59 63.39 69.90 57.19 55.49 53.59 58.19 
58.89 64.59 66.39 69.49 69.713 .91 .91 .11 .91 .91 

.55 .33 1.65 .22 .91 1.56 .19 .91 .91 .91 

36 66.39 69.40 69.713 72.113 65.7B 64.29 59.90 56.59 69.19 59.79 
69.79 63.29 68.29 71.39 73.30 .01 .91 .91 . e 1 .68 

0.99 .18 4.89 .59 .75 .84 .88 .26 .01 .01 

37 68.29 71.39 73.39 713.19 65.6B 60.70 61.49 59.59 69.59 57.69 
63.89 65.99 68.99 79.19 73.90 .26 • a 1 .91 .37 1. 76 
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.59 1.38 .62 3.15 3.98 1.65 .49 .01 .91 .91 

38 68.09 70.19 73.00 72.70 70.90 61.99 61.99 59.79 57.19 63.39 
64.79 64.39 68.20 73.79 73.69 .91 .91 .01 .62 .91 

.44 .96 .08 3.76 .01 .31 .01 .01 .91 .01 

39 68.29 73.79 73.69 71.69 67.29 65.39 60.29 54.99 56.99 69.09 
62.99 64.89 66.40 71.29 71.29 .91 .01 .91 .94 .23 

.021.442.991.45 .55 .56 .17 .91 .919.913 

40 66.49 71.20 71.20 72.39 66.99 60.50 56.39 69.79 59.99 58.98 
61.99 61.50 64.78 79.19 72.69 .91 .91 9.139 .96 .94 

1.91 .22 1.21 .06 .85 .91 .01 .131 .91 .134 

41 64.79 79.19 72.69 69.60 66.79 69.30 56.19 56.79 56.59 55.79 
61.89 62.69 63.90 68.3970.59 .91 .01 .134 .91 .213 

.791.452.713.08 .64 .91 .62 .99 .91 .91 

42 63.99 68.30 79.59 68.49 64.69 59.89 56.49 55.19 61.29 57.59 
58.79 63.60 64.79 68.29 72.19 .99 .91 .91 9.99 .91 

.01 .22 .111.221.33 .71 .09 .280.99 .01 

43 64.79 68.29 72.10 74.39 68.20 61.20 58.59 55.39 56.79 57.S9 
60.29 60.90 64.09 69.20 713.70 .28 9.90 .91 1.90 .13 
1.85 .10 1.39 .37 .97 .20 .15 .9S 9.90 .91 

44 64.90 69.20 70.70 67.70 68.69 59.19 55.69 56.90 55.90 58.69 
69.70 62.59 63.79 67.70 72.00 .08 0.00 .91 9.90 .02 

1.91 1.17 .40 .52 1.79 3.58 .91 .91 .92 .91 

45 63.70 67.70 72.99 6S.S9 69.49 60.99 55.19 53.90 54.60 58.19 
61.30 63.50 66.50 69.29 72.69 .01 .02 .91 .29 .91 
5.826.691.29 .86 .17 .01 .92 .91 .010.99 

46 66.50 69.20 72.60 69.99 67.69 61.90 57.29 55.90 57.S9 59.90 
56.50 63.59 63.60 79.49 73.19 .01 .91 9.130 .91 .813 

.82 3.22 2.20 9.90 1.14 2.24 .95 .16 .91 .14 

47 63.60 79.40 73.19 72.90 6S.19 64.10 55.50 57.20 60.70 69.79 
62.4063.9065.8071.7072.29 .16 .91 .14 .98 9.99 
3.53 1.66 .35 .22 1.55 .34 .9S .01 .13 .01 

48 65.89 71.79 72.29 71.39 66.60 61 .79 54.99 58.19 54.99 56.89 
61.79 62.99 65.59 69.40 72.S0 .91 .13 .91 .91 .94 

.36 .61 4.78 4.34 .94 .21 .17 .92 .91 .91 

49 65.59 69.49 72.80 69.99 66.90 64.19 59.19 57.09 59.79 68.59 
60.10 63.69 65.69 79.48 72.89 .92 .91 .91 .91 .134 

.79 .46 .86 2.58 1.59 .89 .91 .01 .91 13.139 

S9 6S.69 79.40 72.89 69.79 66.39 61.49 55.49 54.39 61.50 57.89 
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60.79 61.50 64.99 69.49 75.48 .01 .91 0.90 .81 .97 
2.95 2.22 .30 1.27 .29 .93 .95 .91 .91 .93 

51 64.99 69.49 75.49 72.29 65.79 59.59 54.29 54.99 57.89 69.20 
62.39 64.79 67.00 72.79 72.20 .91 .01 .93 .91 1.66 

.96 3.27 .07 .19 .131 .92 .19 .38 .91 .02 

52 67.09 72.70 72.29 68.79 65.69 59.80 57.59 55.69 59.99 58.19 
61.59 63.49 68.99 69.19 79.59 .38 .91 .92 .44 .58 
3.16 1. 61 1.68 1.63 2.26 .95 .91 .91 .91 .91 

53 68.99 69.19 78.50 68.89 66.80 60.69 58.29 56.99 58.29 59.19 
62.99 63.39 66.99 71.49 79.29 .91 .91 .91 .92 .91 
1.63 .19 2.96 .94 1.79 .92 .91 .92 .91 .91 

54 66.99 71.49 79.29 79.39 66.89 62.20 56.39 56.19 56.40 57.50 
58.79 62.20 65.90 69.49 68.99 .92 .91 .91 .91 1.93 

.14 2.20 .49 .96 3.79 2.90 .91 .92 .01 .01 

55 65.99 69.49 68.99 71.59 65.99 60.40 56.99 58.99 59.69 69.30 
61.99 65.29 69.70 71.10 72.40 .92 .01 .91 .91 .09 

.64 .37 .131 5.40 .99 1.33 .27 .92 .82 .91 

56 69.79 71.19 72.40 73.80 71.20 66.80 61L 79 69.39 61.79 57.513 
61.40 61.99 65.80 71.60 73.19 .92 .02 .01 1. 99 .38 

.75 1.06 2.36 .96 .61 .al 1. 79 .03 .01 2.13 

57 65.80 71.60 73.10 72.20 68.9S 64.90 63.30 61.09 60.90 64.39 
63.49 68.20 71.30 71.60 72.99 .93 .01 2.13 .01 .50 

.05 1.67 5.95 2.64 5.as .73 .04 .01 0.99 .91 

58 71.3a 71.69 72.90 74.aO 79.1a 61.70 55.20 56.99 56.99 613 .19 
63.49 65.69 79.29 71.80 73.90 .91 0.9a .91 .72 .95 

2.99 2.19 5.82 .85 3.71 .02 .09 .01 .99 .01 

jun jul aug sep oct nov dec jan feb mar 
apr may jun jul aug / jun jul aug sep oc t 
nov dec jan feb mar apr may jun j u 1 aug 

COLUt1N Means 
65.38 69.34 70.66 69.40 65.84 61.48 57.46 55.96 57.20 58.45 
69.66 63.14 65.59 69.39 70.76 .95 .91 .99 .18 .48 

.99 2.92 1.83 1.82 1.55 .81 .29 .135 .01 .99 

COLUt1N Standard Dev i at ions 
1.8eS 1.787 2.990 2.336 2.971 2.068 2.252 2.489 2.453 2.124 
1.850 1.7137 1.899 1 .811 2.017 .094 .927 .316 .465 .7413 
1 .171 1.968 1.677 1.798 1.383 .991 .368 .994 .929 .316 
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